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Absence
jurisdiction of other magistrate ...
when two or more justices may act.
Additional Magistrates
appointment of, in cities .










not to act as, in magistrates' courts " . 1235
Appointment
to be made by Lieutenant-Governor " ..
cities and certain towns ..
special provisions as to Toronto
with extended. jurisdiction .
Business








to be ex officio police magistrate. 1814
Counsel
not to act as, before police magistrate or justice of the peace 1285
Court Room







appointment of women as .
powers and duties . .
whcn appointment may be made with extended jurisdiction..
Extended Jurisdiction
appointment of magistrates with ...... " " 1291, 1292
F~,
collection of . . .
not entitled to, when receiving salary .
when payable to municipality and Crown..
Holidays





Inspector of Legal Offices
returns to be made to . 1286
Interpreters
appointment of, for city police courts 1287
Judge of Count)· or District Court
may be appointed .
Judge of Juvenile Court
to be ex officio mali:"istrate
Justice of the Peace
magistrate to be ex officio..
when not to act as








Oaths of Office and .Allegiance
to be filed with clerk of the peace
Penalties
ior breach of regulations ,
Profession
not to engage in, unless otherwise provided
Pro\'isional Judicial District
accommodation for magistrate in
Regulations
power to make ,.: .
may be general or particular . , .
may provide penalties for breach of
as to magistrates with extended j~risdiction
Returns
to whom to be made ..
Salaried )lagistrate
appointment of, for cities and towns .
determining population of cities and towns.
appointment not to be questioned on grounds of population
minimum salary .. ..
salary to be payable monthly.............................. .. .. ......
not to be reduced without authority........... .. ..
magistrate with exteJ:lded jurisdiction,-appointment of
need not reside in territory for which appointed
power to hold court in city or town .
right to use court house or town hall .
accommodation in county or district
enior 1\1 agistrate
designation of, in City of Toronto,
powers and duties of ...
Solicitor
not to act as, before police magistrate or justice of the peace
Special Jurisdiction
Attorney-General may direct, to act in and for any part of
Ontario
uperannuation
provision for, in cities and towns
Toronto, City of

































right of magistrate with extended jurisdiction to use 1291
Trade






Sec Public Authorities Protection Act
Woman
appointment of, as magistrate or deputy...
MAJORITY
effect of acts of
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION
finding of judge as to reasonable and probable cause
MANDAMUS
CrOwn
not subject to .
Dikhes and Watercourses
award not enforceable by
l.iquor Board
not to be against .
Vexatious Actions
protection of persons acting under..
MANUFACTlJRERS
Fixed Assessment












Actions for Declaring Marriage Innlid
jurisdiction of Supreme Court.
Age
. . , 1890. 1891
when consent of parent or guardian necessary
wher. consent not required _ .
affidavit as to .. _ .
when proof of may be dispensed with _ .
Attomey-Gener:al
to be party defendant to action for annulment of marriage..










of intention to marry 1831
18SZ
Brethren
authority of eTangelist to solemnize marriage
British Subject
person solcmni;z;ing must be , ,. 1830







Certificate in Lieu of License
w have same legal effect as Jicen~e .. .. 1883
record to be kept by issuer . . 1884
return of when unissued 1884
Clergymen·
who may solemnize marriage .. . 1879, 1880
registration of, when authorizl;d .. . 1880
protection of, when marriage solemnized in good faith 1882
Consanguinity
proof that parties not within prohibited degrees.. . .
degrees of, to be set forth i.n form of affidavit. .
changes' in degrees provided for .
Declaration of Court as to Nullity of Marriage
powers of Supreme Court when one party undel' eighteen. 1890,1891
time within which action to be brought '" 1891
not to be made after co-habitation 1891
after consummation .. 1891
judgment not to be given by consent or on default or omission 1891
Court may require examination of parties .. 1891
Disciples of Christ
authority of elder to solemnize marriage
Disqualified Persons
penalty for solemnizing marriage
Farringdon Independent Church
authority of elder to solemnize maniage






Haliburwn. Provi ional Count~.. of
appointment of extra issuers in . 1883
Hours for Solemnizing
hours during which marriages not to take place. 1882
Id'iots
penalty for marrying :.... 1886
D1egitimacy
issuing license to person under fourteen years of age to avoid 1885
Insane Persons
penalty for marrying ,.. 1886
Intoxicated Persons
penalty for marrying persons under influence of liquor: ... 1886
[ssuers of Licenses
who to be 188S
appointment of deputies .. 1883
how to sign licenses . . .. 1884
record of licenses to be kept by .. .. .. 1884
documents to be filed with . . 1887
powers as to dispensing with proof as to age 1887
particulars to be sent to Registrar-General by 1888








proclamation or certificate in alternative
when required
to be delivered to person solemnizing marriage.
when to lapse .. ".".. , , , .
issuer of, not to solemnize marriage .. " _ .
exceptions .
certificate in lieu of " .
\'alidity of . ,..
penalty for is!Suing without authority_
record to be kept by issuer .
irregularity in issue of, not to affect marriage..
return of unissued licenses .... ......
identification of applicants fol'
regulations as to furnishing and issuing.
not to be issued to persons under fourteen ..
issue of, at discretion of Provincial Secretary in special cases
affidavit before issue of ,_ "." .
notice before issue of in case of non-residents
special authority for dispensing with notice.. _ .
marriage not to take place until three days after date of
exceptions ." .
fee for . .
when irregulal'ity ill issue of, not to affect validity
I.imitation of Proceedings
actions for declaration of nullity..
Marriage Certificates
to be given by person solemnizing marriage when requ!red .
Marriage!S Solemnized in Good Faith
validity of
Ministers of the Go!Spei
who may solemnize marriage..
registmtion of, when authorized
1\1 inors
conseut to marriage of, under eighteen years of age .. "
exceptions _ ..
Munidpal Clerk
to be ex-officio issuer of marriage licenses
(IIunicipalitiell
payment of issuer by
Offences and Penaltiel;
making false statements or reports .
where no other penalty provided
limitation of prosecutions for . .
consent of Attorney-General for prosecutions for
Penalty
for solemnizing marriage of idiot or insane person
unauthorized persons solemnizing marriake .
Proofs as to
deposit in regi!Slry office
I'rosecution
























































registration of persons authorized to solemnize marriage with
revocation of authority....... . .
notice of .
discretion as to issuing marriage licenses .
Pro\'isional Judicial Districts
appointment of extra issuers in
Quakers
special provisions as to marriages of ... .
clerk may give marriage certificate .
Registrar-General
particulars to be sent to by issuer.
Registration
duty of person solemnizing, as to . . .
how registers to be procured and kept ..
additi~mal ~gisters .. .
property In regIsters .. ..
Record
to be kept of licenses and certificates issued
Regulations
as to tenns and conditions of issue of license
Residence
affidavit as to . ..
special notice where not resident for fifteen days
Salvation Arm)"




as to summoning and examining
Society oC Friends
special provi ions as to
Unis ued Licenses or Certificates












see Infants ... 1915
MARRIED WOMEN'S PROPERTY
Breach of Trust




power to enter into













joint liability of .





when obtainable for protection of earnings of minor children .1899,1900
l'ersonaJ Representative
rights and liabilities .
Property
powers as to disposal of .
remedies for: protection of separate
Restraint on Anticipalion
court may bind interest of married women notwithstandini'....
Settlements
right to make . .
effect of as against creditors . .
Summary Trial
of questions of property between husband and wife.
appeal. . .
Wages















inspecting and rej{ulating parlours _....................................... 2863
lIee al&O Drugleu PractltioncnJ 2048
MASTER AND SERVANT
Agreement
although made out of Ontario may be enforced summarily.... 1801
waiver of rights by, void 1810
Appeal
to be made to division court . , , 1809
enforcement of order of division court 1809, 1810
limitation of time for..... 1810
right to jury UIlO
Companies




not to be binding for more than nine years from date
release from by order of magistrate .
Distress
when to issue on non-compliance with order for payment ..
when in case of wages due to mechanics, etc. .. ..
Division Court
police magistrate to have powers of judge of as to examina-
tion in case of default after order ..
enforcing order of police magistrate for payment of mechanics
or wage earners wages in ..
appeals from order of justice of the peace or police magistrate
Jurisdiction
of justice of the peace on complaint for non-payment of wages
claim to set off by master ..
police magistrate in case of non*compIiance with order for
payment : ..
police magistrate in a city in respect of wages for which 'lien
given by Mechanics' Lien Act ..
Jury
when appeals from order of justice of the peace or police mag-
istrate may be tried by .
Limitation of Contract for Service
not to be for longer than nine years from date ..
Limitation of Proceedings
for enforcement of claim for wages before justice of the peace
Mechanics and Wage Earners
jurisdiction of police magistrate in city where there is right
of lien .
where no specific rate of wages agreed to ..
order for payment and enforcement thereof .
costs of adjournment at instance of Master .
Police Magistrate
to have powers of judge of division court in case of default
in obedience to order for payment of wages ..
limit of time for payments which may be fixed by .
jurisdiction in cities as to wages for which employee has
right to lien : ..
Profit Sharing Agreement
not to create partnership ..
not to give employee right to examine accounts or to interfere
with management .
statement of employer as to net profits upon which distribu-
tion based, finality of .
Seduction of Servant
right of master to maintain action .
Service
of summons for non-payment of wages and interest ..
in .cases against certain public companies ..
Set.Oft


































liability for hospital charges in unorganized territory
Wages
complaints before justice of the peace .
right of justice to order release from contract .
order for payment ,.
limitation of amount .
enforcement of order by distress __ _ .
where complaint may be prosecuted_ _ .
limitation of time for taking proceedings
work in Ontario under agreement made out of Ontario.
right of mastel' to claim set off and limit of _ .
proceedings before police magistrate, remedy by examination
of master . " " .
when remedy may be resorted to .
magistrate fixing time for payment.
additional jurisdiction of police magistrate in a city as to me-
chanics' lien claims ..
rate of wages which nlagistrate may adjudR"e _
alJowance to servant during adjournment of proceedings.
service of summons .
appeals to division court.
agreements waiving to be void
exceptions
Wah'er of Remedies
agreement for to be void as against employee .. , .
exception as to certain employees whose wage is more





























prohibition as to without consent of Children's Aid Sodety or
Superintendent of Neglected Children . 3501
no advertisement by registered person as to 3501
Births
medical practitioner to attend on
report and registration by
Children's Protection Act
authority of officers acting under
Deaths
notice to medical health officer as to
Expenses
of execution of Act, how borne
Inmates




medical health officer to provide for
register, production of on











violations of Act and recovery of .,_
Rel:ister
keeping of b)- medical health officer
regIstered persons.
production of on inspection
prohibition as to falsifying









dut), of attendants as to, in new-born 3371
MAY
Interpretation


























within what time to be urouKhl ...
lien to be realized b).. in Supreme Court
to be commenced by filing statement of claim
lienholder may move to speed trial of . _ _ .
statement of claim, and service
parties, who to be , _._
joining of lienholders in
who may try
consolidation of ....
carriage of proceedings, order giving
appointment for trial ....
notice of trial, service of after default in delh'ering statement
of defence , , .
trial, what rna), be disposed of in
form of judgment ma)' be varied
letting in lienholders to prove claim
when agent not a solicitor may be employed by lienholder
report of sale .....
who may share in proceeds of sale
pa)-ment out of court in ... _._.~... ...
recovery against person although lien not established
new trial and appeal.. . ,




when lienholder rna)' be represented b)' instead of by solicitor 17i9
Agreement
for purchase of land 1763
Appeal












lien on for money, skill or materials
application of proceeds of sale of.....
Claim for Lien
form of, particulars to be set out in ., _ .
registration .
against railway' .. ..
what may be included in _
informality, not to invalidate .
effect of rcgistration __ .__ . .
limit of time for registering __ .. _ .
Consolidation of Actions
brought by more than one lienholder
Contract
right of lienholder to demand terms of .. ..
order on summary application requiring production for inspec-
tion by lienholders __ __ .
Contractor
meaning of .. , " .
owner's liability limited to amount payable to , ..
time for registering claim for lien where dependent upon cer-
tificate v! archit~ct or ~n"inl;!er .
CosLs
limitation of amount to be awarded to plaintiff and successful
lien holder .
apportionment .. " ,
limitation of amount awarded against plaintiff or lien holders
apportionment' .. , , . , ,.. , , .
where least expensive course not taken .__ .
of drawing and registering claim for lien or vacating registra-
tion . ,
discretionary powers of judge as to ..
Discharge of Lien
by receipt and registration thereof
costs of
Execution
enforcement by where judgment for balance
Expiry of Lien
on non-registration or action not brought within prescribed
time _ ,.. __ ,_
whcre lien registered and proceedings not taken
ElCtension of Time




application of money to be subject to claim to the same extent
as property destroyed .
Highways
right of lien not to apply to .
Husband







































to be subject to claim to the same extent as property destroyed 1768
Judgment
form of, may be varied ...................................•................................. 1778
may be personal although lien not established .. _............ 1779
Lea!>ehold
when lien attaches upon, fee simple may by consent also be








































to attach notwithstanding agreement of waiver .
places and works which may be subject to.. . .
general right of workman and materialman to .
attachment of _ __
where materials incorporated hito building _ .
presumption as to agency of husband acting for wife
when estate charged is leasehold _
prior mortgage _ _ ,_.,.
application of fire insurance money............... .
not to increase owner's liability beyond amount payable to
contractor .
limit of when claimed by other than contractor .
agreements for purchase of land, position of parties
to be a charge upon percentage retained by owner....
validity of payment made in good faith and without notice of
to be a discharge when percentage paid at expiration of thirty
days unless proceedings taken _ _ .
payment direct by owner, etc., to person entitled
notice to person primarily liable .
priority of .. .
holders of, in same class to rank equally....... ...... ... ....
priority of lien for wages, upon what and to what extent
right of wage earner to enforce in respect of contract not
completely fulfilled .
calculating percentage when contract not fulfilled ......
percentage not to be otherwise applied .
devices to defeat priority of wage earners to be void
materials not to be remo ed in prejudice of .
to be subject to lien of supplier until built in ..
against railway .
what may be included in .
lienholders joining in claim against same property .
mode and effect of registration .
limit of time for registration .
expiry for non-registration .
discharge of, when action not brought after registration
assignment of right of lienholder .. ..
discharge of ..
vacating registration by giving security or payment into court
when order to vacate may be made ex parte ...... "
effect of taking security or giving time or taking bill or note
or proceeding to get judgment, etc "........... 1774
right of holder to information . 1775, 1776
action to realize claims of . 1776
proof of claim after trial permissible on terms 1778
judgment for balance if proceeds of sale deficient 1779




right of sale under ...
Limit. of Time
for registering claim for lien
for bringing action
Master and Assistant Master
in County of York _...... , , .
m~y try action for claim on lien
jurisdiction, powers and authority of
Marril'd Woman
act of husband, how far binding on himself
Material
meaning of ,._.._.........., __ "
general right of lien for supply of _..
where incorporated into building ....
not to be removed dUI'ing continuance of lien
when exempted from execution _
to be subject to lien of supplier until placed in building, etc.
Judge may direct sale of _.. ..
time fOl' registedng claim for lien
Mining
application of general law .
























how far lien to have priorit)" of 176'
case of unpaid vendor .. 1768
right of lienholder to demand terms of . 1775
order or summary application requiring production for inspec-
tion by lienholders 1776
I\Iortga,ll"or
purchaser of land under agreement, to be deemed_
Municipal COfllOration
included in term owner .
right of lien not to apply to work done on highways..
New Trial
when may be had
Ownl'r
meaning of .. .. .
case of purchaser of land .
liability limited to amount payable to contractor
percentage to be retained by __ _
payment direct to person entitled to lien .
notice to person primarily liable .
duty to disclose terms of contract or mortgage




















in action for realization of lien 1776
Payment into Court
vacating lien on 1774
Payment Out of Court
proceedings for issue of cheques 1779
distribution of cheques . , ,.. . .. 1779
fees or stamps not to be payable on cheques or proceedings 1779
Percentage
retention of by owner for thirty days , 1768
to be charged with liens derived under payees .. , .. 1769
payment up to amount of made in good faith without notice 1769
payment of to contractor or sub-contractor at expiry of time
if no proceedings taken , ' , 1769
calculating as to, claims of wage earners where contract not
completely fulfilled "'" '........ 1770
Proceeding
to be of summary character .
interlocutory proceedings.-when permitted
Promi sory Note
taking not to destroy lien unless so expressed 1774
Railway
included in term owner 1765
general right of workman or materialman to lien 1766
description of land sufficient for registration of lien 1771
Registrar
includes master of titles ,. 1766
Registration of Claim for Lien
particulars to be set out in claim 1771
description of land 1771
datt! of expiry of period of credit .. , 1771
affidavit verifying claim ,................... . 1771
description of land where lien registered against railway 1771
what may be included in claim ., 1772
lienholders joining in claim against same property 1772
informality of, when not to invalidate proceedings 1772
method of registration and fee for "' ,.... .. 1772
effect of 1772
limit of time for , 1772
expiry of lien in default of 1773
receipt discharging lien and registration thereof 1774
vacating, on giving security or paying into court 1774
Rules
to be of a summary character 1781
procedure when interlocutory proceedings not permitted 1781
Sale
order for in action on claim for lien 177
report on .. .. . 1779
Judge's order as to completion of . 1779
right of lienholder to share in proceeds although claim not
matured .. . 1779




vacating registration of lien on taking
effect of taking on lien .
negotiation of promissory note or bill of exchange by lien-
holder : .
Stamps
not required on cheques or proceedings to pay money into or
out of courl , , , , " ..
Stated Case
submitting question of law to divi~ional court.
Statement of Claim
action to be commenced by
Streets
right of lien not to apply to work done on highwaYs
Sub-Contractor
meaning of . .
rights of, to enforce lien on non-eompletlon or abandonment of
contract , , ,..
time for registering claim for lien
Trial
motion to speed trial .
application to judge to fix day
appointment for
notice of . . .
what matters to be disposed of .
form of judgment may be varied.
order for sale of land or any materials
letting in lienholders to prove claim
when judgment to be final ...
Vacating Registration
upon security or payment into court



























ell:tcnt of priority of lien , '.................................................. 1770
lien of may be enforced although contract not completely ful-
filled , ,.............................. 1770
percentage in such cases 1770




agreements for in case of workman void " 1766
ell:ceptions in case of manager, officer or foreman or persons
earning over $10 per day 1766
not to affcct rights of persons not parties 1766
Writ of Summons







facilities to be afforded for clinical instruction
Toronto General Hospital








not to be brought against council for acts done in good faith 2009
Annual Certificate
every practitioner to take out 2012
issue of 2012
not to be issued until fee paid 2012
erasure of name on default of taking out 2012
registration on payment of arrears 2012
right to recover fee earned while in default 2012
powers of council as to by-laws respecting 2012
Annual Fee
limitation of amount 2011
to be payable by every member 2011
when payable 2011
how recoverable 2011
powers of council as to by-laws respecting . .. 2012
Arts, Graduates in
not required to pass preliminary examination ........ 2003
Births and Deaths
duty as to notification and registry. See Vital Statistics 835
Canada Medical Act
declared applicable to Ontario 2015
Charges
right of registered practitioner to recover . . 2010
right to recover for services during default in taking out
certificate 2012
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario
continued as a body corporate 1999
power to hold real estate . .. .. 1999
members, who to be . 1999
selection of formulae for compounding drugs . 2040
Conviction
erasure of name from register for . 2007
suspension for. . .. .. .. 2008
Costs
payment of Lo person against whom fl·j\·O!ous t'olllplainl
, made . . .. 2007, 200~'
taxation and enforcing payment of in cases before discipline





representation of colleges 1999
representation of homoeop~thists ,... ,.......... 1999
elected members 1999
. teachel's, etc., in colleges, disqualilled 2000
members to be registered practitioners. 2000
residential qualillcation 2000
elections, how conducted 20ClO
terms of office 20ClO
vacancies 20ClO
in homoeopathic representatives 20ClO
nominations, notice of date for. 20ClO
transfer of voters from one part of list to another 20Cll
members not to vote more than once 20Cll
controverted elections 20Cll
meetings :md power to summon. . 2001, 2002
who to preside 20Cl2
quorum ,.... 2002
payment fOl· attendances at meetings and travelling expenses 2002
appointment and salaries of officers 20Cl2
executive committee, appointment and powers of 20Cl2
powers as to erasing names from register 20Cl7
powers as to suspension of registration . 2008
duty with respect to appointment of discipline committee 20Cl8
votinl'!" on by-law respecting payment ot annual !~~ and cer·.
tificate .. , 2012
Crime
erasure of name from register for
Curriculum




rights of medical practitioner as to practising.
Disciplinc Committee
duty of council as to appointing and maintaining
powers of " .
appeal to divisional court .
..... 2007, 20Cl8
















of council directing erallure of name
........................2009, 2010
Drugs
sale of by qualified druggist protected
Duly Qualified Medical Practitioner
meaning of
l-::ducation
powers of council as to appointment ot examiners and matri-
culation or preliminary examination .. " .








. recognizing certificates from














how to be taken on charges against registered practitioner 2009
compelling attendance of witnesses before discipline committee 2010
effect of register as . 2011,2015
onu of proof of registration 2014
Examination
when necessar:\i' before registration
reciprocal alTangements with other provinces
appointment of board of examiners .
where to be held . .
homoeopathists .




powers of council as to remuneration of................................. 2002
powers of council as to appointment of 2003
election of board of .. . .. 2006
Executive Committee
appointment and powers of .......
powers in matters of discipline
Fee
for attendance at meetings of council 2002
for legistration . .. . 2005
right of registered practitioner to recovery of 2010
annual fees to college 2011
right of recovery for services during default in taking out
certificate . 2012
not to be recovered by unregistered person .. . 2014
Graduates in ArLo;
not required to pass preliminary examination 2003
Homoeopathists
representation on council . .. .
requirements as to preliminary examination
compliance with curriculum .
what portions of examinations may be dispensed with by
Ho. pita Is
public, medical officers in must be registered practitioners
Infamous and Disgraceful Conduct
erasure of name from register for
Inquest
post-mortem examination .
attendance at . .
fine for non-attendance ..
Judge .
of county court, jurisdiction in disputed election

















Legally Qualified Medical Praditioner
meaning of , .
Limitation of Actions
for negligence or malpractice
Liquor
prescription for, when necessary to health of patient.
administration of, to person under 21 .
prescribing for or administering to, interdicted person or per-
son whose permit is suspended .
proof of bona fides of prescription or administration.
Malpractice
limitation of actions for ..
Manitoba
registration of certified practitioners from
Matriculation
powers of council as to examinations for




limitation of actions for
Officers














consequence of omitting to register
registrar falsifying register . .
obtaining registration by fraud ..
practising without registration .
while registration suspended .
false descriptions, titles or additions .
using legal title when not registered
recovery of .
burden of proof .



















selection of formulae for compounds by College
right of medical practitioner .
registration required . .







right of registered person to practise .
Preliminary ElI:amination
powers of council as to .
President
power to summon meetings
to be appointed annually
Public Service






















power to summon meetings
to be appointed annually .






register, how to be kept . 2004, 2008
inspection of 2004
duties of registrar as to keeping correct 2004
who may be admitted to · : 2004·2006
practitioners from United Kingdom 2004
practitioners in Rainy River before settlement of Northwest-.
ern boundary 2005
qualification for registration 2005,2011
examination before, when necessary 2005
reciprocal arrangements with other provinces 2005, 2006
additional qualification, entry on registry 2007
registrar to verify qualffication 200'1
erasing names from register .. 2007, 2008
procedure of council 2007
subsequent restoration 2008
publication of register 2011
prima facie evidence of 2011
certified copies of entries in register. 2011
issue of annual certificate 2012
evidence of, bow given on prosecution 2016
Summary Convictions Act
application of to recovery of penalties .
Supreme Court
issuing subpoena out of ..
Territorial Divisions
representatives to be clected from .
associations to be established in .
Titles
penalty for fraudulent use of .
Transfer on Regi!ter
from membership of one system to another.
Tra'l"elling Expenses
payment of to members of council
Treasurer
to be appointed annually , .
payment of council moneys to ..
United Kingdom
















not entitled to privileges .
penalty for practising , .
not entitled to recover charges
certificates given by to be void
Vice-President








see Insane Hospitals for




Agent in Possession of Goods
rights and obligations
see Agents, Contracts in Relation to Goods ,.
Assignment of Debt




holder of warehouse receipt or bill of lading to sell goods by 1672
Banks
liability of shareholders not ext~nded by remedy against rep-













meaning of __ _
rights and liabilities of consignees and endorsees ......
right of stoppage in transitu or claim for freight, not
affected . .
conelusive evidence against signer in default of notice of non-
shipment .. . ... 1669,1670
exoneration of signer, what must be shown 1670
transfer by endorsement and its effect _........ 1670
right of transferee to sell goods for debt 1670
effect of when given by owner who might give receipt in
capacity of bailee .
limit of time for holding goods in pledge under transfer of..
restriction as to time of incurring debt secured by transfer....
priority of claim of penon making advance over unpaid vendor
right of holder to sell goods on non-payment of debt
notice to owner of goods and auction
Co-contractor
right of contribution from .
limitation of amount recoverable from .
Co-debtor
right of contribution from ..... ..




liability of shareholders not extended by remedy against rep-
resentatives of deceased joint contractor 1669
Consignee






right of contribution from 1668
limitation of amount recoverable from 1668
Contract
with two or more jointly,-implied obligation to survivor.. 1669
stipulations as to time, construction of 1673
Contribution
right of co-surety to require 1668
Covenants
with two or more jointly,-implied obligation to survivor........ 1669
Discharge of Mortgage
receipt of survivor of joint mortgagees to be.... ......... ...... ......... HI6B
Endorsee
rights and liabilities of under bill of lading 1669
Endorsement in Blank
of warehouse receipt for crude petroleum................................ 1672
Evidence
bill of lading, when conclusive against signer 1669, 1670
Freight
right to claim not affected by consignment or endorsement of
bill of lading ~....... 1669
Indemnity
to creditor by surety using his name in action 1668
Joint Account, Advances on
how regarded as between debtor and creditor............................ 1668
receipt of survivor of creditors to be a discharge...................... 1668
notice of severance not to affect payer 1668
Joint Contractors
remedies against representatives of deceased joint contractor 1668
saving limitation of liability of shareholders...................... 1669
Joint Obligees
effect of covenant with 1669
application of certain implied covenants 1669
Judgment
right of surety to assignment of on paying dcbt 1667,1668
Lien of 'Varehouseman
see Warehousemen's Lien 1739
Lumber
limit of time for holding in pledge 1671
preservation of right as to claim for wages for labour on.... 1671
notice o.f sale by transferee of bill of lading or warehouse re-
ceIpt 1671
fanufactured Goods.. .
l'i~ht of holder of warepouse receipt includin~ material... ....... l670, 167l
538 INDEX.
MERCANTILE LAW-Continued
Mortgages on Joint Account
, mortgage money to be money on joint account as between
mortgagor and mortgagee 1638
receipt of survivor of joint mortgagees to be n diachargc.. 1668
against representatives of deeeased joint eontrac-
". . 1668.1669
as to limitations of liability of shareholders 1669
Obligation









when accepted In satis!action ~ extinguish obligation....... 1673
Petroleum
transfer by delivery of warehouse receipt if endorsed in blank 1672
right of person in possession of warehouse receipt...... 1672
right of warehouseman to deliver to holder of warehouse re-
ceipt endorsed in blank 1672
Pledge51
limit of time for holding goods under .




right 'of transferee of warehouse
non~payment of debt
.how to be made




right of surety to assignment of on paying debt 1667, 1668
Shareholders
liability not extended by remedy against representatives of
deceased joint contractor " . 1669 •
Shipment
when bill of lading to be conclusive evidence of 1669
Specialty
right of surety to al':signment of on paying debt 1667, 1668
Stoppage in Transitu
not affected by consignment or endorsement of bill of lading 1669
Surety
right to assignment on payment of principal's debt 1667
remedies of against principal debtor and co-surety.......... 1668
limitation of amount recoverable from co-surety.. 166B
Timber
limit of time for holding in pledge 1671
preservation of right as to claim for wages for labour on.. 1671
sale of by holder of bill of lading or warehouse receipt requires
notice 16"i1
Time











priority of advances on security of bill of lading over claims of
Wages
for labour on timber, etc., advances on security of bill of lad-
ing not to bave priority over .
Warehouse Receipt
meaning of ..
transfer by endorsement and its effect .
right of transferee to sell goods for debt ..
effect of when given by o"..ner wbo might give receipt in
capacity of bailee .
right of bolder against goods manufactured from goods in-
cluded in 1670,1671
limit of time for bolding goods in pledge under transfer of 1671
restriction as to time of incurring debt secured by transfer 1671
priority of person making advance over unpaid vendor............ 1671
right of holder to sell goods on non-payment of debt............ 1671
transfer of, wben given by company for crude petroleum.... 1672




none by operation of law only.................................................... 1403
METALS, UNWROUGHT
provincial license and regulations 627
MILK
Railways
uniform special rates for carriage of 2562
MILK, CHEESE AND BUrrER
Adulteration
notice to owner or manager of factory as to 3427
Application of Act
not to apply to milk sold for human consumption.................... 3429
Cows
submission of to milk test on reqnest of owner of factory.... 3426
samples of milk, taking from 3426
prohibition as to keeping back part of milk from 3427
Cream
fraudulent use of in factory, penalty for...................................... 3429
recovery of damages 3429
Dairy
requirements as to keeping in sanitary condition...................... 3427
Deteriorated Milk
description on prosecution for offences 3428
Dilution
notice to owner or manager of factory as to 3427
Evidence
as to standard of milk...................................................................... 3428
540 INDEX.











meaning of _, ..
to be kept clean, etc., .
penalty tor neglect " .
Inspectors
appointment for enforcement of Act
remuneration and powers of .
penalty for obstructing
report of , .
Penalty
recovery and application of
Preservatin!s
notice to owner of factory of use of
Rules and Rei:ulations
by owner of creamery as to carrying on business
patrons to be bound by .
Samples
right of factory to take ..
penalty for interfering with taking
power of Inspector to take
Skimmed or Tainted Milk









submission of cow to milk test on request of owner of factory 3426
penalty for intcrfering with 3426
Utensils
to be kept clean 3427
See also Dairy Products
MILK AND CREAM
Anthrax
prohibition of sale of milk from animal affected by .
Bacteriological Tests
by-laws as to making
Butter Fat
fixine- standards of .






restriction upon use of term in relation to milk
duration of certificate as to certified milk....
Communicable Diseases
persons suffering from not to be employed
Depots
establishment of, by municipal council .
Infllnta
establishment of depots for supplying milk for
Inspeetors










restriction upon use of term.. 3425
Penalty
for offences and recovery of 3425
Presenatives
prohibition as to use of 3423
Samples
right of inspector to take 3423
Splenic Fever .




by-laws respecting :................................................ 3422
persons suffering from certain diseases not to be employed in 3424
Tuberculosis
sale of milk or cream from affected animal prohibited............ 3424
Utensils
use and cleansing of 3424
Vendor
license required to sell milk or cream in certain municipalities 3423
advertisement of departure from standard or normal condition 3423
inspection of premises 3423
Ventilation
by-laws as to proper, where cows kept 3422
Water
by-law as to supply for cows 3422
MILK TICKETS
lunieipal By-Laws




"Minister," "mill," "regulations" 462
Licenses
may be issued by Minister for saw mills, pulp and paper mills 462
Penalty




fencing required on 667
testing for gas...................... 663
Abandonment
right of license holder as to removing property on.................. 625




coroner's inquest , , .
requirements as to aid to injured .
rescue apparatus and first ald at blast furnace
duty of officers as to avoidance of..
notice required .. ,..




of disputant . .
on application for claim or working permit..
on appeal from recorder to Judge .
Aient
meaning of " ", ,
of mining partnership . .
duty as to notification of accidents .
notiftcation of change in .. . .
duty as to annual returns .
Annual Returns




regulations as to making of, on mining claim, etc ..
Assay Coupons




regulations as to .
See Blasting
Blasting
implements not to be used in charging holes
missed holes to be reported .
!uses,-how to be used.. . .
seeond light necessary
warning before firing .
guarding entrances where blasting is being done .
current to be discontinued after blasting...... . .
































compensation to owner of surface rights 541






transfer of ; ..
lease, after discovery .
renewal ..
regulations as to .
rights of lessee ..
rese.rvation of other minerals in ..
survey, when to be made before ..
holder of, or lessee not to cut timber .
exceptions as to ..
Boys













penalty for use of word 600
Calcium Carbide




restriction on employment of 555
Clothing
not to be worn loose over moving machinery. 573
Coal'
boring permit to explore for . 541 - 544
leases after discovery 542, 543
Co-Lessee
default of,-right of remaining lessees.. 608
Companies
issue and renewal of miner's license to 508, 509
Compensation
for damages to surface rights.......................................................... 535
by holder of boring permit 541
See Easements
Compressed Air
constructing air pipe lines, etc., on lands without consent of
owner 607
Contracts
for interest in mining claim, enforcement of 527, 528
Conveniences
what required on surface and underground................ 568
Co-owner
proportionate contribution to work or rent.............................. 581
expiry of license of one.................................................................... 633
default of one, right of remaining owners............ 608
Coroner's Inquest
when to be held in case of accident.... 567
Counterweights





&!e Mining Court infrl'l
Court Bouse
right of judge to use .
Cranes
requirements as to .
requirements where electricity used
O1'o"n Lands
not to include land under actual occupation.. . .
power to dispose of land under Public Lands Act not affected
officers not to be interested in
prohibiting work on .
Department
to be under Minister of Mines
deputy . .
. administrative powers and duties
employment of experts .
officers not to be interested in Crown lands .
departmental arrangements as to common service..
liIubpoena,_when not to is.s.ue t.o offi~er!'l _
officers not bound to dis~lose information_
when to act BS re~order's offi~e ...
Deputy Minister
general powers Bnd duties. .
when to act as recorder.
Diseovery
right of licensee to stake out claim upon
duty of officer making .
when discoverer entitled to free patent
granting of lease after, under boring permit
DisputeB
as to recorded claims .
powers of judge as to .
Ditches
easements as to construction of . .
regulations as to making of, on mining claim, etc.
Doeuments
in recorder's office, inspection of and fee for _ .
certified copies to be evidence _ .
what to be filed in recorder's office ..
recording .
transfer, etc., of mining claim, etc.
priority of ..
to be notice .




issue of regulations as to
Dreuing Rooms


















































how to count, in working conditions .
exploratory .
Dust
requirements as to prevention of .
Easements
~~t:~::cft:~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
rights of way for roads, tramways, etc .
electricity, transmission of .
compensation for .
rights granted, to run with land .
variation of order of judge : .
rights, not to be exercised until after time for appeaL .
penalty for obstructing exercise of rights .
over land for transmission of electricity or compressed air .
Electricity
when blasting required to be done by..... 559
disconnecting current after blasting 561
definitions 578
general rules 679, 680
grounding rules 680, 581
working space about equipment 582
goarding and insulating live parts 682
storage batteries and transformers 583
lightning arresters 684
conductors 684, 585
illumination by .. 688, 689
wiring in powder magazines, etc. 589
trolleys and portable apparatus 589
cranes and elevators 590
transmission lines 690
use of underground 591
operation of hoists by................................................................ 692
exemption from rules 693
interference with equipment prohibited 693
easements as to transmission of...... 604
construction of transmission lines, etc., on lands without con-




when not required to hold miner's license .
responsibility for qualification of ..
restriction on employment of boys ..
employment of women prohibited except for clerical work ..
hours of labour underground .
penalty applicable for breach of regulations ..
liability for carelessness in use of explosives ..
payment of wages ..
annual return as to .


















power of Minister as to employment of .
emploYment of, by Mining Court .
Exploratory Drilling
diamond drills, purchase of, by Minister for
Explosion
notification of accident from .
Explosives
rules as to care and use of .
magazines-maintenance, carc and construction .
electric current-when to be used in firing
disconnection after blasting _ .
firing cables-use of
eases and storage . .
lights, use of in storage places .
smoking, prohibition of .
inspection . .
thawing .
charging holes for blasting .
missed shots, report on .
duty as to firing .
fUl!IclI .
precautions to be taken before firing ..
hoisting and handling ..
drill holes, how to be made .
containers, charge not to be removed from ..
roast heaps, blasting of . .
marking strength on packages ..
dc!ects, reports on . ..




duty and liability of owner or lessee of abandoned works
protection of top of shaft by....... . ..




























electrical equipment to be so installed as to reduce hazard as
far as practicable :............. 680
appliances for fighting where required 6&8
notification of accident from 6~6
Fixst Aid
requirements as to
at blast furnaces ...
Forest Reserves
prospecting or mining on .. ..
land therein not to be sold ..
leases may be made ....
Forfeitut"C
of rights of licensee for failure to notify recorder of staking
t"Clief against _ ..
of claim, what to cause . .











relief against . . .
entry of . .
interest of joint holder on .
vesting claim in heirs of deceased licensee on .
of certain leases of mining locations for non·payment of rent
Forms
power to prescribe .




testing unused works for














riding on loaded cars, etc. . ;....




qualification of hoistmen . _ .
responsibility of owner and agent .
raising and lowering explosives . .
protection of workmen while in shaft from falling materials,
etc .
when buckets or skips not to be used . ¥ ..
rules for protection of workmen........... . ..
safety appliances on crossheads, material, etc .
examination and testing of appliances .
length of rope required on drum .
limit of weight on rope when men and materials hoisted .
rope, requirements as to . .
head sheaves, diameter of . .
rnising and lowering men and material simultaneously .
use of horse and pulley block forbidden .
connection between hoisting rope and bucket, etc.
flanges, etc., on drums . . .







































sand and gravel pits 676
requirements where electricity used.......... 592, 593




naked light and smoking in magazines prohibited ..
required in supply stations ..
control of lamps, etc. .. ..
"In Place"
meaning of expression ..
Inspection of Claims
when to be held ..
reports to be filed in office of recorder ..
cancellation of claim upon report .
Inspector
Deputy Minister to have powers of ..
appointment of .
Provincial Geologist to be ex officio : .
jurisdiction as justice of the peace .
authority of, with respect to underground work ..
care of explosives .
skipways .
state of boilers .
electrical equipment .
powers as to exemption from rules .
examination of witnesses by, at coroner's inquest ..
powers and duties of ..
report to Deputy Minister ..
special report as to accidents .
power to summon witnesses and take evidence .
Interlocutory Applications
hearing by judge ..
, Intoxicating Liquor
not to be taken into mine .
persons under influence of ..
wages not to be paid where sold or kept for sale ..
when sale in neighbourhood of mine forbidden .
Iron Mines
suspension of limitations as to hours of labour underground....
iron Ore Bounty Act .
administration of ': .
condition as to treatment in Canada not to apply ..
Judge
See Mining Court infra
Judgments






























Justices of the Peace
certain officers to be ...
LadderwlIYl<
rules as to construction and alteration ...
Lakes
easements as to lowering, etc..
compensation for .
Lands and Forests Department
arrangement for mutual services
Leases
execution of, by Minister .
of lands in forest reserve
of land under boring permit
dredging .. . __ ._._ .
mining lands and rights vested in Crown on cancellation of, by
Court . . .
of mining locations, forfeiture of certain, for non-payment of
rent _ .
case of default of co-Ie'ssee .
of mining rights under roads
pr()t~tion of public travel ...•..._ _ _.
License
See Miner's License infra
Licensee
where he may prospect for minerals _ .
when claim may be staked b)' .
number of claims staked b)', annually
name of, to be written on corner post _ .
forfeiture of rights for illegal staking or failure to record .
notice to recorder and affidavit as to staking .
certificate of recorder relieving forfeiture_ ._. ..
application by, to record claim .
application for free grant of claim . ..
endorsement of record of claim on license .
rights of, before and after certificate of rccord
to assay for certain metals . .
upon abandonmcnt _.._..
address for sen;ce .
effect of describin~, as truske
abandonment of claim by
forfeiture of rights by .
\'esting claim in heirs of





duty as to providing and using ... ...
use of, in connection with blast furnaces
Lighting Fixtures (Electric)









































ground connection lor... __ .
rules as to installation and isolation .
Lights
when not to be taken into magazine, etc..
Pendens
certificate, recording of
filing and duration of .
LOcomotives
gongs, etc., on ,
Machinery
what to include .
rules as to protection from
Manag~r
duty as to knowledge of regulations ..
notification of accidenh .
Maps




monthly or quarterly returns from
Metallurgical Works
workmen to be supplied with protective appliances
Mill-holes








execution of, by Minister
necessity for .
i&Sue of . ..
who may receive . _ .
date and duration .
extension of, in case of service in King's forces .....
not transferable .
proof before issue to company .
to be numbered and lettered .
effect of license of company and partnership .
unlicensed person not to act for company or partnership
renewal of . .



































no person to hold more tban one .
production of, to inspector or recorder , .
to date from time of application for ..
rights and obligations of a person under age ..
revocation of, by Minister .
endorsement of record of claim on .
issue of, to mining partnership .
Mining Claims
exemption from provincial land tax ..
books for recording .
maps showing ..
applications and documents to be filed with recorder ..
on what lands licensee may prospect for minerals .
right to stake .
what lands not open to staking ..
valuable water power not to be included in ..
prospecting on exempt lands by order of recorder or Judge .
disputes as to lands exempt .
staking for Crown by officers ..
forest reserves .
staking out on timber lands under timber license .
prohibiting staking,-right of Minister .
area of .
size and form of .
!n min!ng d,iv,ision :..: .
m speCIal mmmg dIVlslon .
irregular areas and land covered by water .
number of claims which may be staked annually ..
mode of staking .
substantial compliance with Act sufficient .
recording, application for .
time for .
material to be filed ..
misdescription,-when not to invalidate ..
endorsement of record on license ..
recording in wrong division ..
particulars to be recorded ..
procedure when record refused ..
affixing recorded number to post .
disputes as to, when recorded ..
certificate of record ..
effect of .
cancelling when issued by mistake ..
address for service ..
notice of trust not to be recorded ..
agreements for interest in, enforcement of ..
form of transfer of, while unpatented .
record of transfer, etc., of.. .
executions against,-how enforced .
working conditions on .
computation of time, extensions .
proportionate contributions by co-owners ..
abandonment of .. . .
forfeiture of,-what to cause ..
relief against ..
entry of .
interest of joint holder on .
vesting claim in heirs of deceased licensee on ..
inspection of .

































































compensation where surface rights sold...
reduction of area after sale of surface rights
patent, issue.of ; .. "..... . .
reservatIOns In .........................•.. . "
conditions as to treatment of ores in Canada ...
survey before issue .
reduction of area of, after survey ..
lease or sale of small pieces between claims .
staking and recording placer .
damage to, prohibition and penalty for .
penalty, for altering boundaries' or marks on
unlawful staking .
roads and ditches on, regulations for making.
Mining Court·
to be court of record., , .
judge, appointment and tenure of office .
iJl:~~s ::' at~~~~lI~L:: :::::::::::::::::::.::::.:: ::::::~:::::::
powers as to trespassers on public lands
registrar ., _ ,., .
jurisdiction . ..
style of proceedings , .
witnesses and enforcing attendance of .
exclusion of questions involving validity of patents
transfer of proceedings from, to Supreme Court
rules .
transfer of actions from other courts to ..
orders, enforcement of...
appeals from recorder to.
appeal from court to Minister .
expert assistance, employment of , , , .
proceeding on evidence or on view,
decision to be upon real merits..
security for costs . ..
right to use court room, town hall, etc .
sheriffs, etc., to assist Judge .
notes of evidence, extending
costs and witness fees , , .
decisions, form of ....
tiling and notification of .
entry of note of, in Judge's book
right to copies of . ..
appeals to Appellate Division from .
pl'occcdings, not removable by cel"tiorari, eLe .
informalities not to affect
Mining Divisions
division of Province into . .
business where land not included in. .. .
special mining divisions , , _, ,_ .


















































forfeiture of leases of certain, for non-payment of rent............ 607

















license of, not to confer rights of licensee on partner .
unlicensed person not to act for .
not to hold more than one license .
formation of and recording ..
right to miner's license ..
contracts by agent binding .
revocation of agent's authority .
transfer of shares in ..
dissolution of .





officers not to be interested in 506
penalty for '" 606
vested in Crown on cancellation of patent by Crown and with-
drawn from staking............................................. 607
under roads, sale or lease of........ 609
protection of public traveL................................................ 609
Mining Tax Act
to be administered by linister.......................................................... 505
l\Iinistel"
appointment and salary.................................................................... 269
administration of Department by. 504
powers and dutie3 generally............................................................ 605
appeals as to duty of recorder....... 560
linor
age at which license may be issued to. 608
effect of issue of miner's license to 510
lotor Cars
gongs, etc., on 573
Motor Control Devices
requirements as to .....:....................................................................... 588
Name of Mine
notification of change in 596
Natural Gas
acts relating to,-administration of.................................................. 605
boring permits to explore for.............. 541







not to be interested in rown lands, mining rights or claims 606
subpoena for, when not to issue without order.............................. 506
not bound to disclose official information 606
when to be justices of the peace........................................................ 606





Judge to have powers oL .
Oil Houses
10 be at safe distance from explosives .
Oil Immctsed Transformers
location of
condition of patent as to treatment in Canaua..
authority to construct and operate Government works.
Overwinding or Breakage
notification of accident from _ .
Owner
meaning of ..
duty as to notification of accidents
notification of change in..




common use of, as roadway_
application to Minister to dispense with
Patents
what deemed .
exe~ution o~, by Minister.
notice of Issue , , .
to be tiled in registry or land titles office
notice of, to be given to recorder
list of, to be kept by recorder .
issue of, for mining claims
application for . .
price to be paid .
right to frec,-when licensee to have
reservation for roads in ,
form of .
to vest minerals...... . .
reservation of timber in .
exceptions ,. . .
disputes between patentee and timber licensee. .. .
patentee of mining righta not to cut timber.
survey of claim before issue of. . .
mining lands and rights vested in Crown on cancellation of,
by Court . .
of mining rights under roads. . .
protection of public travel , .
Peace, Preservation of
proclaiming certain provisions to be in force
Penalties
where officer interested in mining rights. . ..
survey without proper authority .
breach of rules as to employment
damage to claim.....
obstructing party wall , , .








































for non-compliance with rules for protection of miners ..
prospecting or mining on Crown lands unlawfully .
altering boundaries . .
pulling down or defacing rules . .
obstructing officer .
refusing inspection . .
unlawfully staking out . .
wilfully contra\'ening other provisions of Act
attempts to commit offences .
disobeying order or award :. . ..
use of word ..Bureau"....... . .
prosecutions for recovery of.
obstructing exercise of right to easement
for breach of Crown regulations .
Petroleum
boring pennit to explore for
leases of land after discover}'
Placer Mining Claim
staking and recording _ _ .
Plans
to be furni~hed by Iicen~ee
to be filed by recorder...
Plans of Working
production of, when required......
filing in Department of Mines.... .........
to be brought up to date before dosing mine..
treatment as confidential infonnation .






























Powder Magazines and Thaws
electtic wiring........ .. .
protection of switehes and fuses .
grounding radiation pipes
wire or grid type heaters ...
58'."."."
Preservation of Peace





required to take out Iicense_
what lands open to .
what lands not open to .














..... 578 - 592."599, 600
................
places ...
l'rotection of Miners, Rules for
sanitation _ _.




raising or lowering persons
shaft equipment . ..
haulage . .
scaling, escapement shafts........ . .
signals ...•.. . _ .
protection from machinery .
dressing rooms........ . ..
aid to injured.. . .
prevention of dust ..
in sand and gravel pits ..
blast furnaces_ .
electricity, use of .
non compliance with, to be an offence.. .. ..
penalties and prosecutions for contravening ..
Provincial Tax
see Luxury Tax . ,u
Public Lands
See Crovro. Lands
Public Works Peace Presen'ation Act
proclamation bringing into force .
Radium
administration of Act . .
reward for discovery .
obligation of discoverer . .
forfeiture for not working
powers of Crown .
Railways








not to interfere with operation, etc..... 2642
Railway Lands
not open to staking ..
Railway Tracks








to be officer of Department .
appointment pro tempore_. __ .. .
books and maps to be kept by _
inspection of and fee for .
as evidence................ . .
jurisdiction of justice of the peace .
when Deputy Minister to nct as .
effect of applications made during absence of
















order of, how made a judgment of court
appeals from, to Judge....
pro<:eedings before, validity of..
not removable by certiorari ,.
Re.ll'istration
application of Registry and Land Titles Acts....
Regulations
meaning oL ..
as to leases to holder of boring permit ..
as to dredging leases. . .
diamond drills, use of,.... . .
general power to make... " , .
penalties for contravention of .
as to opening roads, ditches, etc.;in mining claim
publication of .
Retums












easements as to, for roads, etc
compensation for ,., .
Rivers
protection of public interests in case of dredging lease
easements as to diverting, etc .
compensation for.... . .
Roads
reservation for, in patents of mining claims
grant of right of way for ..
compensation for .
regulations as to making of, on mining claim, etc .. ' ..
sale or lease of mining rights under, by municipalities .
in northem Ontario by the Crown ..
protection of public tra\·el , ,., .
Rules
abstract to be posted up in works
effect of non compliance with




testing after stoppage for repairs
Salt
horing penn it to explore for c .
leases of land after discovery
Sand and Gravel Pits
undermining forbidden .
mode of conducting operations in .
rules 8!1 to hoisting ropes
























rules as to .
Scaling








explosives, etc., to be stored at safe distance from .
Shafts
includes pits _ , .
rules for ensuring personal safety in
Sheriffs
to aid judge .
payment of __
Shift Bos8














Order·in·Council setting apart ... ,.............. 507
publication of.................. 508
size and form of claims in , '.......... 616
Stairways
restrictions as to inclination of..
hand rails on ..




to be sent annually to Department of Mines...
Steam Boilers
safety valves and gauges ..
inspection of.. .. .. , , , .

















liability of, for non-compliance with rules.. 598
Subpoenas
not to issue for certain officers without order of Judge 506
issue of, in matters before fining Court 547
Sulphur Fumes
settlement of claims for damage by.... 625
Summer Resorts
when prospecting in, prohibited...................................................... 511
Superintendent
duty as to knowledge of regulations.... 593
notification of accidents............................................................ 595
Supply Stations
!o be. ina~cessible ,to u~authorized persons 580
11lumlnatlOn requIred In.................................................................... 588
Surface Rights
what to include........................... 503
compensation to be paid or secured before recording claim.... 524
for damages caused by mining, prospecting or boring.... 535, 541
determination as to.................................................................... 635
prohibition of work pending.............................................. 535
lien for ,............................... 535
Sun'cy
of claim before issue of patent................... 538
how to be made in unsurveyed territory.............................. 638
what consent or direction necessary... 639
when dispensed with......................... 539
certificate of................................................................................ 639
penalty for misconduct of surveyor........................................ 539
in surveyed territory 'linister may order.. 540
certified copy of plan and field notes to :Minister.................. 540
reduction of area of claim on.................................................... 540
before lease on discovery under boring permit 543
Surveyors
employment of, by Judge 551
Switches and Controllers for Electrical Equipment
requirements as to 585 - 587
Telephone
communication between furnace and operator's room................ 578
appliances 590
protection where electricity used underground............................ 592
Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railwa}'
land of, not included in term "Crown Lands"................................ 501
not open to staking.................................................................... 511
powers of 653
Thawing Houses





licenses, prospecting on lands under 614
suspension of mining operations 514
reservation of, in patents (If mining claims 537
patentee of mining rights not to cut.. 638
holder of boring permit or lease not to cut 543
not to be permitted to collect in mine.. 572
Timbering
what required in shaft, etc.. 563
Time
how powers to extend rna)' be exercised. 555
Town Sites
property in orcs and minerals to remain in person laying out 499
not open to staking.. .. 511
Tramways
grant of right of way for 604
Transformers
rules as to..... 583
Transmission Lines
requirements as to .....
Trespasses










notice of, re unpatented mining claim not to be recorded
liability of trustee not affected , , .
Unpatented Mining Claims
applications and documents affecting, filing of .
notice of tfustee fe, not to be fecorded .
fOfro of transfer .. __ .. ,.. ,.. _ _, _, " .
recording orders, judgments and lis pendens against .
Un wrought Metal Sales Act
administration of .
provincial license and regulations
Valuable Mineral in Place
definition of " , .
discoverer of, may stake out in certain cases .
Ventilation
what required in mines.
Voltage
meaning of
























protection from accumulation of in mine. . 563
penalty for causinJ; damage to mining property by.................. 594
notification of accldent from inrush of........................................ 595
ea ements as to use of 604
Water Power
when not to be included in mining claim
Weekly Examination of Works




summoning of, by Judge .
fees : .
power of inspector to summon ..
Witness Po t
on mining claim ..
Women
employment of, prohibited except for clerical work .
Working Conditions
on mining claim, what to be ..
time for performing, computation and extension of.. .
report as to performance,--eertificate .
construction of houses, roads, etc., not to be deemed mining
operations .
co-owners, performance by .. ..
of boring permit ..
MINIMUM WAGE















Compen ation to Adjacent Owner
agreements for payment of, registration of 1458
MINING SCHOOLS
Abandonment of Schools
order authorizing council to cease levying rates
Aid
granting of, by municipalities ..
·Board of Trustees
to have management and control of schools ..
neglect to comply with regulations .. .







term of for granting aid . 4002
Department of Education




municipal by-laws for .. : ..
assent of electors required..


































on 1st January of year in which payable .
Acreage Tax
what property liable for .
exemptions . .
decision of mine assessor to be final . .
trustees of school sections in unorganized territory to prepare
and transmit lists. .
right to share in proceeds of tax -..
tax-roll, preparation and correction........ . .
omission not to relieve from liability..... . .
disputes and appeals .
owner's right on failure of eo-owner to contribute
exemption by agreement with Crown. . .
Action
recovery of taxes by
for recovery of penalty.
Annual Report
by mine assessor, what to contain .
Annual Statements
by person liable for tax on profits of mine .
to be prima facie evidence .
by owners, etc., of natural gas wells .
penalty for falsifying
for not making ...
Appeal
from tax roll for taxation on profits . 371,372
to be to Mining Court or Railway and Municipal Board 371
hearing of 872
costs 372
filing decision on .. 872
from court or Board to Divisional Court 272,273
decision of mine assessor as to exemption from acreage tax,
not subject to . .
as to acreage taxation .
Arrears
publication of list of properties liable to forfeiture for ..
addition of costs and penalties . .
notice to owner . .




















right of owner to remove certain property .
regrant to owner on terms .
annulment of forfeiture subject to right of mortgagees, etc ..
where lands previously sold for school taxes ·····
power of Minister to accept compromise .
percentage to be added .
record of, to be kept by deputy minister .
~j~~~t~O; :re~~~:r!ero~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
stopping gas well to prevent wasting .
collection by distress .
Assessor
See Mine Assessor infra.
Bonus
remission of taxes on iron ore smelted and gas used in Canada 384
Books
what to be kept by person liable for tax on profits 369
mine assessor may determine number and character of............ 369
right of mine assessor as to inspection of 370
to be kept by owner, etc., of natural gas wen 379
penalty for falsifying 383
Capital
deduction not to be made for, in ascertaining profits..... 367
Co-owner
right of, to vesting order on payment of delinquent's taxes.. 375,376
co-lessee also. so entitled 376
Deductions
from tax on profits, on account of municipal income tax ....... 373
Default
by one co-owner, application for order vesting property in co-
owner paying acreage tax.... 376
forfeiture on non-payment for two years.................................. 376
Depreciation
allowance for, in ascertaining profits 366
Development
deducting cost of work in ascertaining profits........ 366
Distress
collection of taxes by.......................................................................... 383
Divisional Court
appeals from Mining Court or Railway and Municipal Board to..372, 373
Double Tax
imposition of, for mis-statement as to value or profits 372
may be remitted.............................................................................. 372
Emplo}'ees
deduction of wages and cost of supplies or provisions for, in
ascertaining profits 365, 366
Exemption from Taxation
as to mines............................................................................................ 378





deduction of cost in ascertaining profits .
1'.1011
366
False Statements and Records
penalty for ml;lking .
Farm Lands
cJtcmption from acreage tax
Forfeiture for Non-Payment
publication of list of properties liable to
notice to defaulter.............. . .
certificate of forfeiture . .
effect of .
registration of . .
right of owner to remove certain property after forfeiture ..
regrant to owner on terms...... . "."..
annulment of forfeiture subject to rights of mortgagees, etc...
effect of, where lands previously sold for school taxes...
Imposition
of taxes to be payable in and for each year .
Income Tax
deduction from tax on profits on account of payment to
municipality
Information
if confidential, not to be disclosed
penalty for not furnishing .
penalty tor violation of secrecy ot.. .
Injunction
upon application of Minister
Inspection
power ot mine assessor l\S to....
natural gas wells and apparatus .
Insurance
deduction of cost in ascertaining profits.. .. .
Investigation
duties and powers ot mine assessor
power of Minister as to ordering.....
Iron Ore
remission of tax when smelted in Canada
Lien for Taxes
nature and priority .
not affected by non-registration, etc
Light
deduction of cost in ascertaining profits .
Meter
mine assessor may order usc of, at natural gas well
penalty for non-eompliance with order of assessor
Mine
meaning of . . .
when liable for tax on profits................. . .



































meaning of .. .
requisition for information for purpose of tax on profits ..
may determine proper books 0 be kept by mine owner .
appointments and duties '
right to enter, inspect, take samples and examine accounts .
approval of claim to exemption from acreage tax .. ..
decision as to right of exemption from acreage tax to be final..
natural gas works, powers as to inspection of.. .
closing well to prevent wastiJ1.g of natural gas .
penalty for giving false information to .
enquiry and examination on application for remission of tax
on iron ore and natural gas .
lineral
what included .
not to be removed until after notice of operation ..
penalty .
lining Claim
not to be located, staked or recorded on forfeited land .
Mining Court
appeals and references to, from taxation on profits .
appeals from, to Divisional Court .
references and appeals as to liability for acreage tax .
Minister
means Minister of Mines ..
powers as to compounding claims ..
Municipal Corporation
when exempt from natural gas tax .
Natural Gas Tax
rate of .
exemp~i?ns, wells sun~ for private use ..
mun\clpal corporatIOn ..
record of flow to be kept by owner, etc .
inspection, powers of mine assessor as to .
meter, mine assessor may order use of.. __ ..
inspection and testing of .
notice of operating wells .
annual statement to be furnished by owners __ .
disputes as to correctness of .
date for payment .
injunction to prevent waste .
when mine assessor may close up ..
remission to municipality on gas used in Canada .
remission of tax on ninety per cent. used in Canada ..
Notice of Operation
of mine _ .
to be given by owner, etc., of gas well ..
Notice of Taxation

















































meaning of . .....
value of, appraisement of
Owner
right against co-owner on payment of acreage tax .
Penalties
for misstatement made as to value or profits.......... . .
giving false infonnation to department or assessol'
for keeping incorrect books Ol' accounts .
not furnishing statement or information .
shipping without giving notice .
how recoverable .
improperly disclosing infol'mation . .
not obeying order of assessol' as to natural gas meter
PCl'Centage
may .be double tax where misstatement made as to value or
profits ,..... . .
ten per cent. on default and ten per cent. annually thereafter
to be added to taxes .
Powel'




over every claim or encumbrance .
Profits, Tax on
rate of . ..
mines worked together............. . .
annual profits, how ascertained , .
deductions, what to be allowed.. .. .
no deduction for capital invested or for wasting of resources
based on business of preceding year .
notice of commencement of active operations ..
shipping before notice forbidden " ..
annual statement by person liable .
attestation of .
extension of time for making .
books and records to be kept by person liable .
powers of mine assessor............ . .
mine assessor, duties and powers of.. ..
tax rolls, preparation and contcnts .
reference to Mining Court or Railway and Municipal Board .
filing decision or report .
appeal to Appellate Division .
notice of tax and time for payment .
income tax, allowance for payment to municipality .
how deduction to be calculated.. . .
exemption by agreement with Crown ..
Protection of Works







































Railway and Municipal Board
appeals and references to, from taxation on profits 371
references as to liability for acreage tax.......... 37f'




appointment. upon application of Minister .
Regulations
authority to make, generally .
Remission of Taxes .
on iron ore smelted in Cana<la .
on natural gas· used in Canada .
enquiry and examination by mine assessor ..
Renewals
calculating allowance for depreciation on cost of.. ..
Repairs
calculating allowance for depreciation on cost of.. .
Report of Mine Assessor
to be made to Department on taxation on profits .
duties and powers as to : .
School Boards
duty of, in unorganized territory ..
payment of share of acreage tax to ..
where lands forfeited have been sold for school taxes .
Secrecy of Information
what not to be disclosed by assessor .
penalty for violating ..
Shipping
forbidden before giving notice of commencing operation ..
penalty for .
Supplies
deduction of cost in ascertaining profits ..
Taxes
allowance for, when paid elsewhere on profits ..
Tax Rolls
for taxation on profits, preparation of.. .
powers of officer preparing : ..
appeals and references ..
authentication by Minister ..
notice of tax as settled, and time of payment.. .
for acreage tax, preparation of ..
omission not to affect liability ..
Transportation
when cost of, to be deducted in ascertaining annual profits....
Vesting Order
may be made on application of owner paying taxes in default
of co-owner , ..
Work
deducting cost of, in ascertaining profits ..
Working Expenses
deduction of, in ascertaining annual profits ..
Works











































establishment, term of office, vacancies, ctc.
Conference
meaning of , .
when board may direct.
selection of representatives of employees and employers










Act not to apply to
Farm Labourerll








establishment of lower wage than minimum wage for
Investigations
powers of board as to
regulations as to
Minimum Wage
board may establish on its own initiative _









may be made by members of conference
Notices
where to be kept posted up
Orders
power of Board to suspend or vary
publication of in Ontario Ga~ettc .
to be binding on publication
Part-time Emplo)'ees
establishment of lower wage than minimum wage for
Penalties
for disobedience to orders of board
recovery of .
RegulatioM
power of Lieutenant-Governor in Council to make .
Travelling ElCpenses
members of board to be allowed
Witness Fees
















aller:ation of unfair treatment by majority .
relation of company to another controlled by same persons ..
order for inveltigation .
order on report, for compensation or purchase of shares of
eompl~inant ; ; ..; ; .
proclamation brmgmg prOVISIons mto force .
MINOR'S PROTECTION
Age
presumption as to .
Billitrd, Pool and Bagatelle Room
prohibition as to admitting minor under 18 years of age .........
Penalty
for violation of Act ..
TolJacco and Cigarettes
prohibition as to sellin&, to minor .















ordering the taking of, or re-opening 2132
Attorney-General
consent to prosecution of money lender 2134
Banks
chartered, not required to register as money lenders 2138
Committee
not required to t>egister as a money lender 2133
Contract
jurisdiction as to setting a~idc or revising 2132
excluding exercise of jurisdiction to be invalid............................ 2132
Corporation
not to be registered unless head office and directors are in
Ontario 2134
Cost of the Loan
meaning of 2131
certain disbursements allowed . 2131
Creditor
meaning of '" 2131
jurisdiction of court as to unconscionable transaction exer-
cisable in action by ,....................................................... 2132
Crown Attorney
consent to prosecution of money lender....... 2134
Debtor
meaning of 2131
jurisdiction of court as to unconscionable transaction exe~c'js'~
able in action by .. 2182




debtor includes ..., . 2131
.....2134, 2135
Exeeutor
not required to register as a money lender .
Fraudulent Miirepresentation
inducing borowlng by, penalty .
GuardiaJ\



















not required to register s, money lenders'
Jurisdidioll of Court
as to dealing with unconscionable transactions
Loan Corporations
not required to register as money lenders ".
Money Lender
who to be deemed . .
registration of 'n
corporations must have head office and directors in Ontario .
prohibition, carrying on business without being registered .
carrying on business except under registered name and
registered address .
entenng with contract under other than registered name.
falling to furmsh debtor with copy of doeument.. . .
penalty.......................... . .
prosecutions,---eonsent required .
fraudulent statement, or concealment by
penalty .. ..
















not required to register as money lenders ..
Penalties
procedure for recovery ()f .
carrying on business without registering .
in other name or at other address than registered ..
making contracts, etc., in another name .
failing to furnish debtor with copy of document
fraudulent misrepresentations ..
Prcsecutlons
to be before police magistrate or two justices ..
procedure . .
onus of proof .
when consent of Attorney-General or Crown ~ttorney required
Registrar
means registrar of loan corporations
Registration
who exempted trom .
duty a5 to .
how register to be kept . . .













corporations, head office and directors must be in Ontario
offences and penalties .
onus of proof .. .. . .
cancellation or suspension for fraudulent misrepresentation
Regulations
by Lieutenant-Governor in Council 2135
Securities
setting aside or revising 2132
Solicitor




not required to register as money lender 2133
Trustee
not required to register as a money lender 2133
Unconsc:ionable Transactions
powers of court, re-opening and taking account 2132
re-opening former settlement 2132
ordering creditor to pay over excess found to have been
receh,ed __ __ .__ 2132
setting aside or revising contract 2132
how.p0'Yers of court. ~xercisable __ .. 2132
appllcattons of proViSIOns 2133
rights of bona fide holder for value. 2133
existing jurisdiction of courts not affected . 2133
MONTH
Interpreta tion
means calendar month 10
MORTGAGES OF CHATfELS
see Bills of Sale and Chattel Mortgages 170lJ






of mortgagee, right to deal with mortgage debt 1415. 1416
Assignment
right of mortgagor to 1412
power of incumbrancer to enforce 1413
by executor or administrator 1415, 1416
Charge
included in the term mortgage ..
Costs
right of mortgagee preserved ..
payment or tender of ..
taxation of mortgagees .
572 l1'WEX.







what to be implied _ .
implied, to be joint and several
Creditors
rights of subsequent execution creditors when mortgage made
after first execution ,..... 1247
limitation of right to distrain for interest as against 1417, 1418
notice to preserve 1417
De\'olution of Estates
interest of deceased mortgagee devolves on personal represen-
tative ,........ 1460












ri~ht to assignment in lieu of .
payment into court and order for discha'rge in absence of
mortgagee . 1416, 1417
right to payoff and receive . 1418, 1419
form and effect of certificate and registration. See Registra·
tion of Instruments '_' .._...
effect of receipt of survivor of joint .mortgagees " .
Distress
ri~ht of mortgagee to, for interest " .
limitation of as against creditors .
notice by creditor claiming benefit of limitation
when distrainor to hand over ,,"oods
what notice required for sale of goods.
Doe.uments of Title
inspection of, right of mortgagor to .
Dower
barring and rights of wife or widow
see Dower ' .
Equity of Redemption
release of to mortgagee not to merge mortgage debt ...... 1416
rights of subsequent mortgagee on prior mortgagee acquiring 1415
Executions
against mortgagee, payment on mortgage 1228
registering notice of seizure ,.............................. ...1228,1621
Exccutors
of mortgagee, right to deal with mortgage debt 1416
Foreclosure
who to be defendants where no personal representative of
mortgagor . 14t11
Fraud
liability for concealment of deeds, etc.
Fraudulent Conveyances











service of notice of sale on ,. 1420
Implied Covenants
what included , ,..................................................... 1414
extent and effect of 14115
Incumbrance
meaning of 1412
payment into court to meet :................................ 1897
Incumbrancer
right of to enforce assignment ~.... 1418
Infant
service of notice of sale on 1420
Insurance
application of to repair damage or to discharge mortgage...... . 1413
statutory power as to 1420
Interest
right of mortgagee to distrain for 1417
limitation of as against creditors 1417
notice by creditors claiming benefit of limitation 1417
when distrainor to hand over goods.... 1417
notice of sale of goods distrained 1418
right to redeem on payment of, in arrears , 1418
effect of condition as to lower rate ,.... 1419
Jurisdiction








power of, to lend money 2418
application of certain provisions to 2423
Locatee of Crown Lands
co.nsent of !J!i~ister required :.......................... 431
wife must Jom 431
exception 431
Lunatic's Estate
und':!r order of court 1132.1133
Mechanics' Lien
extent of priority .. 1767
Merger
none of mortgage debt where release of equity of redemption 1415





MORTGAGES OF REAL ESTATE-Continued
Notice of Sale-Continued
where mortgage under Short Forms Act
payment made in terms of
form of .. "
registration ,_
Possession








right to exercise, when nat expressed. 1418
receipt for purchase money. effeet of 1420
notice required before exercising 1420
title of purchaser under 1421
exercise of under Short Forms Act. . 1421, 1422
restrictions as to proceedings under 1422
contents of notice of exercising 1422.1423
registration of notice of exercising 1552
Principal
right to payment of, after default
Profits




Purchase for Value Without Notice
right of purchaser of mortgage to set up defence. 1417
Purchaser
when sale under power not to be impeached after conveyance 1420
Re·connyance
vesting order in lieu of ..
Redemption
rights as to after default in payment of principal.... 1418
rights as to where mortgage payable after five years .. 1418
exceptions .. 1419
where provision made for lower rate for punctual payment 1419
Registration
see Registration of Instruments
Land Titles
Religious Institutions
powers of trustees, etc.
Rents







statutory powers of 1419-1422
when not to be impeached after conveyance 1420
application of purchase money. 1420
conveyance to purchaser 1421
right to title deeds on and to conveyance of legal estate............ 1421
effect of payment after service of notice :............... 1423













power of sale in, what may be exercised in lieu of 1421, 1422
effect of _.. _ __ ._.. 1447
substitutions and exceptions 1447
Solicitor
right to costs when mortgagee _ _.1994, 1995
Subsequent l'tfortgagee
rights of where prior mortgagee acquires equity of redemption
Survivil'lg Mortgagee
effect of payment to _ ..
Tile Drainage
notice to mortgagee when application for loan made
Title Deeds
inspection of, right of mortgagor to _ _ .
right of mortgagee to after default _ __ _ _ .
Trespass
right of mortgagor to recover damages for .
1490
Trust Corporations
power of, to lend money.................................................................... 2413
Vesting Order
may be directed in lieu of re-conveyanc~
MORTGAGE TAX
Application of Tax
to expenses of land titles and registry office 1589
By·law of City Council
providing for tax on registration in registry or land titles
office _.. _ _........................ 1589
Collateral Instruments
no tax on 1590
Collection




adjustment of ~..... 1591
Evidence
as to amount of consideration 1590
Exceptions









division of tax among ....
"'tu~




MORTMAIN AND CHARITABLE USES
1385
A8surances
to charitable uscs, conditions of............... 1381
land assured, when to be Bold................. 1382
to vest in Public Tnlstee on failure to sell... 1882
court may order retention... 1382
for parks, schools, etc. 1888
for universities and colleges....... 1388
certnin. exempt from operation ot Act........................................ 1383


















what deemed to be ..
conditions of assurances to ..
time within which land assured to be SOld..
devises by will for .
requirement as to sale of land .
effect of failure to sell ..
order for retention of land....... . . .
personal estate, directed by will to be laid out in purchase of
land _ ..
guts, devises and bequests to certain public bodies, tor ..
agreement as to admL'Iistration of ..
requirement as to sale of land... . .
procedure on breach of trust for_ _
Colleges
assurance for, exempt from operat::ion of Act
Covenants
what may be required in assurance to charitable usea.....
Easement






by Crown not to ex;tinguiEh rents and serviees 1380
Exemptions ..1382, 1383
Forfeiture
for not holding license in mortmain................................. 1380
not to merge rents or services due to Crown..... 1380
Government of Ontario
gifts. devises and bequests to. for charitable uses 1384, 1385
Hospital Board
gifts, devises and bequests to, for charitable uses 1384. 1385
I~-nEX.




not to include money secured on land.......................................... 1379
Library
assurance for. exempt from operation of Act 1383
gifts, devises and bequests to, for charitable uses 1384. 1385
Licenses in Mortmain
prohibition as to holding land without 1380
forfeiture. holding ·without............................................................ 1380
issue of by Crown 1380
existing. not affected ;.......................................................... 1386
Mines and Minerals
reservation of permitted in assurance to charitable uses.......... 1381
lunicipal Corporations
gifts, devises and bequests to. for charitable uses 1384, 1385
Museum
assurance for, exempt from operation of Act 1383
Park
assurance for, example from operation of Act 1383
Pen;onal Estate
assurance for, for purchase of land............................................ 1381
directed by will to be laid out in purchase of land 13 4
Public 1)'ustee
when unsold land assured for charitable use to vest in............ 1382
land devised and not sold vested in................................................ 1384
sale by, of land so assured or devised 1384
Religion
advancement of, a charitable use 1379
ReserTations
what may be made in an assurance by deed................................ 1381
Sale
of land assured by deed..... 1382
of land assured for school purposes and not required .. 1383
of land assured by will 1383, 1384
of land conveyed or devised to public bodies................................ 1384
School Board
gifts, devises and bequests to, for charitable uses 1384, 1385
Schools
assurance for, exempt from operation of Act :.... 13 3
when land to be sold or to be retained............ . 1383, 1384
Trustees
gifts, devises and bequests to, for charitable uses............... . 1384, 1385
Universities
assurance for, exempt from operation of Act........................ .. .. 1383
578 l:"'DEX.
MORTMAIN AND CHARITABLE USES-Continued
PAOJ;
Wills
devises by, for charitable nses 1383
requirement as to sale of land ...•. 1383
exceptions . .1382, 1383
effect of failure to sell.... 1384
order for retention of land 1384
personal estate. directed to be laid out in purchase of land.. 1384













who may receive.. . .
to foster mothers.. . .
in special cases . .
how payable .
regulations as to time and manner of payment. ..
for entering into arrangements with other Provinces as to
payment , .
Appeal
decision of Commission not to be subject to . 3628
Beneficiaries
who may be ...
regulations as to sources of income
British Subjects





two or more must reside with mother receiving allowance... 3620
Commission
establishment of, term of office, duties. etc.




notice to municipality , .
hearing objections of municipalities .
removing from one municipality to another
amount of contribution .
provisional judicial districts
Expenses









regulations as to .....
Hospitals for the Insane





applications to be received from.


















regulations as to ..
PrOl'incial Auditor
to countersign cheque!! \"hen iSlOued by Minister .
Proyi,sional Judicial Districts
municipalities outside cities not required to contribute ..
Re-Consideration of Decisions
powers of Commission as to ..
Records
duty of Commission as to keeping ..
Regulations
meaning of .
powers of Lieutenant-Governor in Council as to making· ..
Report
to be made up at close of fiscal year ..
. Residence
what required in case of person to receive allowance .
Secretary
appointment of .
regulations as to duties of ..
Statistic!;
duty of Commission as to keeping .
Visitors



















Tax on Persons Attending Performance
see Amusements Tax 412
see also Theatre" and Cinematographs.................. 3636
MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS




Application of Act . ...3166, U87
3163
Assessor
appointment of to assist arbitrator 3166
when to be called in and fees of 316(1
Award
nling of 316'
not to be made public until fees paid ".. 3164
appenl from 3166
Claimant
death of, not to abate proceedings 3164
Compensation, Claims for
against cities over 100,000 .
Costs




















appointment and qualification of .
status and powers of .
death of not to abate proceedings .
notice of reference to . .
when to state reasons ..
transfer of actions to .
fees and recovery of .. . .
Uules and Taritl's
making and application of
Supreme Court
arbitrator to possess powers incidental to judge of .
vacations of not reckoned .
MUNICIPAL BOUNDARIES
see Territorial Divisions ..
MUNICIPAL BY-LAWS




on Highways and Bridges
920
Vexatious Actions
see Public Authorities ProttilCtion 1296
MUNICIPAL DRAINAGE
see Drainage, Purchase of Debentures by Government































among corporations for construction, equipment and operation
what to be provitled for in .
with Commission as to supply of electrical power, construction
and equipment .
submission of by-law approving ..
publication of ..
case of corporation failing to execute ..
for operation of railway by Commission as agent ..




not bound to construct. etc.• until execution of agreement and
deposit of debentures .
meeting of to elect members .
appointment of representative by each corporation .
members. number and term of office of .
voting po\vers of corporations for election of .
nominations on failure to elect and appointment by Lieuten-
ant-Governor in Count:fi 2641, 2642
incorporation of 2642
vacancies, how filled 2642
member of council not eligible to be member of 2642
salaries of memb~rs 2642
annual report to council of each corporation 2642
appointment by ot trust corporation for deposit of deben-
tures, etc. . 264.2.2643
bonds, issue of by...... . 2643. 264.4
time for payment and interest 2644
issue of further to cover additional cost, branch lines, etc..... 2644
not to exceed amount of debentures deposited by corpor-
tions 2644
mortgage deed securing 2644
first charge on railway.................................................................. 2644
enforcement of payment 2644
postponement of raising of sinking fund 2644.264.5
cancellation of. when purcbased out of sinking fund................ 2645
hypothecation of 2645
repayable on sinking fund plan only................ 2645
assumption by of bonded debt on railway purchased 2645
general powers as to construction and operation 2647
agreement for operation by Commission 2648
By-law
approvin~ agreement. submission of 2639
recitals In 2639. 2640
case of corporation failing to pass 2640
Commission
meaning of ..
enquiry by as to cost of constructing, equipping and operating
railway .
agreement with for supply of electlrical power. c.nstruction.
equipment, etc .
construction of railway on right-of.way of .
not bound to construct, etc., until execution of a~reement and
deposit of debentures ..
general powers as to construction and equipment ..
operation of railway by as agent of Association .
separate books and accounts to be kept of ..
no action against without consent of Attorney-General .




by Association or Commission
Corporation
meaning of., .. _..... . _ ..
resolution requiring Commission to make enquiry into cost,
etc., of railway.......... . ,.
prohibition as to selling railway owned without assent of
electors , . .
Debentures
deposit of additional, in case of failure of corporation to exe-
cute agreement. . .
issue and deposit of with trust corporation .
time of payment and interest. . .
issue of further for additional costs, branch lines, etc...
to be collateral security to bonds of Association
repayable on sinking fund plan <)n1y . .
not to be counted in asce:-taining limit of borrowing powers
Deficits in Operation
to be met by corporations ..
Eleetrical Power
to be supplied by Commission .
Eleetric Railway
eorporation not to sell without assent of electors
Expropriation of Land
applieation of provisions of Public Works Aet
Extensions
lli'reement mll.y provide for
into adjacent munieipality _
deposit of debentures to (over cost of
Guelph Radial Railway
al'plieation of Hydro-Electric Railway Act to
Hydro-Electrie Railway Act




ot steam, electric or street railway, agreement may provide for
Purchase l)£ Railway
provisions :IS to construction to apply to
assumption by Association of bonded debt in case of
Railway Act
provisions of, how far applicable
Rates and Fares
estbl'late of Commission as to .
Reserve Fund





































agreement may provide for acquiring . 2638
Sandwich, Windsor and Amherstburg Railway
application of provisions of Hydro-Electric Railway Act to .. 2647
Steam Railway
operation by electric power in case of purchase 2639




application of Hydro-Electric Raih'l'ay Act to 26·17
Tolls and Fares
Association to regulate and fix 2645
to be sufficient to meet cost of maintenance and operation and
debt charges 2645
Trust Corporation
to include trust company................................................................ 2637
appointment .of, by Association 2642, 2643
deposit of debentures with 2643
mortgage deed to, securing bonds 2644
MUNICIPAL FRANCHISES
Assent of Electors
to agr,:emen.t for supply of electrical power or granting fran-
chlse 3114
in police villages 3114
to renewals and extensions of existing franchises...................... 3114
to extensions of existing works 3115
exceptions 3115
works, originating in another municipality.............................. 3115
pipe lines for transmission of oil, gas or water 3116
by-law limited to one year. 3116
by-laws of county and township 3116
to extensions of franchises from year to year.......................... 3116
Railway and lunicipal Board
franchise limited to one year valid if approved by.................... 3118
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS
Abattoirs
prohibiting or regulating and inspecting...................................... 2843
Accounts :
what to be kept of debts.................................................................. 2799
Actions
right of, to enforce agreements 2816
liability for acts under illegal by-Jaws.......................................... 2816
limitation and notice of, for damages for non-repair.................. 2897
power to restrain contravention of by-Jaw by.................... ......... 2918
AdministratioR of Justice




when not to "ote ~................. . .
,"oting at polling place where stationed .
presence of, in polling place and number oL .
to l:lke oath of sec:recy _ .
non-attendance of, effect ot. .
Agreements
Tight of municipalities to enforce .
AgTeement for Purchase
person in possession under, deemed to be owner .
Agricultural Exhibitions
acquiring land for, etc ~ .
Agriculture
annual expenditure for diffusing information as to ..
holding public fairs for sale of articles produced by .
Air Harbours
establishment and aid to....
Aisle
regulating size and numbu of in public buildings .
prohibiting and preventing obstruction of ..
Aldermen
nominations for _ .
remuneration of .
Amateur .\thletic Sports
granting aid to M .
Animals
prohibiting and regulating keeping of... .
providing pounds for M .
prohibiting or regulating running at large .
driving of on sidewalk! .
driving of on streets during certain hours
Annexation
of village in two or more counties to one .
district to villag~ .
land to township to city or town in unorganized territory ..
part of townshIp to city or town ..
power to withdraw from proposed, where terms not ap-
proved by Board ..
territory to municipality in another county
town or village to urban municipality ..
township in unorganized territory to county..
what by-laws in force in land annexed...................... .."." ..
adjustment of assets and liabilities ..
power to proceed with local improvement works ..
qualificatlOn as member when district annexed..
ot territory to police village .
Apartment Houses
prohibiting or regulating location or erection ot, in cities and
towns .
Aquatic Sports










































determination of compensation for land expropriated, etc .
to determine contTibution by city or separated town re court
house and gaol, etc. . ..
on contribution by city or separated town for maintenance of
prisoners .
Arbitrators
board of three. in case of deferred widening of highway .
senior judge to be in other cases .
award. when not to be binding unless adopted by by-law ..
Areas
of town or village ..
highways. parks. etc.• not to be included in .
Areas Under Highways
making of, and charge for use .
Armouries
debts for, payable in 30 years .
acquiring land for ..
Art Schools
















debt for system for disposal of, payable in 10 years.................. 2790
regulating removal of........................................................................ 2851
establishing system for removal of 2862. 2875
collection and removal of in townships............................................ 2874
Assent of Electors
procedure for obtaining...... 2781
when deemed given to by-laws........................................................ 2786
to money by-laws 2792
when not required 2792-2794
power of county to borrow without................................................ 2794
Assessment
power of municipalities to grant fixed.......................................... 2834
when not to be granted.... 2834
Assessment Commissioner
not to be member of council.............................................................. 2713
appointment and duties of................................................................ 2771
declaration of office by........................................... 2775
~sessment Roll
certificate of clerk as to date of final revision of.......... 2732
penalty for not furnishing.............................................................. 2732
right to inspect in office of clerk...................................................... 2768
Assessors
not to be member of council.. 2713
appointment and duties of................................................................ 2770




adju!tment of, on sepamtion of farm lands from lown or vil-
lage ~ ...................................•......................
formation of new corporntion, etc _ .
no allowance on erection of city for interest in court house or
gaol _ _ .
lluditors to prepa.re abstract· of, llnnUlllly .
publicati9n of annual statement by eouncil .
Auctioneer.>
licensing, regulating and goveminr _ .
Aaditon
appointment and duties and disqualification for office .
annual abstract of receipts and expenditures by.






acquiring land for and cstllblishing .
A ...·nings
regulation of location of, for business purposes .
Bagatelle Tables
limiting number of license! for _ .
I!cens!ng .and ~egul!"ting _ .
licenSing tn pohce villages _ .
Dailitrs
not to be member of council .
licensing, regulating and gO"eming .
Ballot
votes to be given by _ _..
pretence as to non·secrecy ot .
no vote by, in council . .
Ballot Bo:a:ea
clerk to furnish _ .
construction of, and delivery to deputy..
preservation of, by clerk for future elections .
penalty for failut'e to furnish. . .
when deputy to provide .
duty of deputy as to, before opening poll
delivery of, by deputy to clerk after poll
duty of clerk tIS to, aIter poll .
not to be taken home by deputy..
Ballot I'apers
elerk to print sufficient , , .
fonns of _ .
clerk to deliver to deputy _ .
initialling 01, by deputy _ .
marking of - .
deposit by deputy in box __ _ _ , .











































incapacity of voter to mark, procedure 2736
ballot paper spoiled by voter marked "cancelled"........................ 2736
application for, to be tender of vote................................................ 2737
what to be rejected 2737
objections to be noted and decided 2738
account of 2738
statement of deputy as to 2738
certificate of deputy 2739
interference with voter marking 2743
not to be shown after marked :............ 2743
offences as to 2744
omission to initial penalty for 2745
miscount of, penalty for 2745
destroying of, by clerk...................................................................... 2746
inspection of on order of judge 2746
production of, by clerk 2746
one for several by-laws...................................................................... 2782
for voting on by-laws............ 2785
Bands of Iusic
granting aid to 2826
regulating or prvhibiting playing of 2884
Bankruptcy
renders seat vacant. 2747
Barns
regulating location, erection and use of 2854, 2872
Bathing
prohibiting and regulating in public waters.................................... 2834
Bathing Houses
establishing and granting aid to 2827
inspection of public 2846
Bays
preserving shores of 2829
prohibiting the injuring, foul'ng, filling up, etc., of.................... 2829
Beacons
gran~ing aid for. co~s~ructioD of...................................................... 2829
erectmg and mamtammg 2829
Beams
regulating size and strength of ~.......................................... 2847
Bells
prohibiting or regulating ringing of................................................ 2841
Benefit Funds
granting aid to, for firemen, constables and employees 2864
Benzine
prohibiting keeping' or storing of........ 2838




















licensing, regulating and i'Oveming................................... 2876
Billiard Tables
limiting number of Heenan for...................................................... 2779
licensing and regulating 2882
licenling in police villages 2928
Blacksmith Shops
regulating and controlli~ In cities.................................................. 2867
prohibiting in cities erectlon or use of in ~efiDed area8................ 2867
Board of Control
how composed 2763
salaries of members 2764
general powers and duties of , 2764.2765
estimates of. when binding on council 2765
reversal of action of, by council..... 2765
amalgamation of departments 2765
referring matters back to......................... 2766
estimates of school boards to be sent to 2786
officers, certain. not to be nominated by................ 2766
Board of Education
member of disqualified for council
Board of Police Commissioners
See Police Commissioners





regulating construction of ~ 1
Boom.
protection and regulation 01............................................................ 2865
Bootblacks
regulation and control of, children engaged as........................ 288li
Booths
erection of covered. on llighways for shelter of drivers........ 2848
Borrowing Powers
j:t'encral .. .
for current expenditure pending collection of taxes : ..
temporary advances to meet cost of works ..
Boulevardl
acquirin~ land'l~~r. and cltabli;,hin.&, .
use of. or bUI tng purposel In cltles and fee for ..
laying out of ~ ..
letting apart portions of highway as ..
Boundary Lines
tlgreements for m.aintenance of .
deviations of _ .
disputes as to opening or maintaining township .










































regulating use of by vendors .
Bribery
how to be proven ..
striking off votes for .
forfeiture of seat by candidate for ..
what to be ..
penalty for .
::s~in:o;f ~~~.;j~i~~~ea~·t~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
provisions re to apply to voting on by-laws ..
Bricks
smoke prevention by-laws not to apply to manufacture of.. .....
Bridge Companies
subscribing for stock in, guarantee of debentures ..
Bridges
meaning of : .
regulating driving of horses or cattle and riding of horses on
prohibiting racing or dangerous driving or riding on .
meaning of "county" .
council having jurisdiction to exercise powers .
jurisdiction
of county over certain '" .
over, on county boundaries .
proclamation bringing government, under jurisdiction of muni-
cipality 2891
assumption by county of certain...................................................... 2891
oyer 300 feet in township and certain towns 2892-2894
building and maintenance of, when assumed by county............ 2895
jurisdiction over in Provisional Judicial District 2895
specification for certain county to be appro ed by Department
of Public Highways ..
liability for repair .
actions for damages for non-repair .
relief from obligation to rebuild .
reflooring of iron, steel or concrete in city or town ..
members of council not liable for non-repair ..
determination of disputes as to maintenance and repair... .
granting aid for construction and maintenance .
permitting construction o\"er highway, by owners of land . .
taking stock in bridge company........ .
prohibiting glass, paper or refuse on .
regulating driving or riding on, in police villages ..
Building Line
fixing of, on residep,tial streets 2864,2875
in certain townshjps . .. 2871
Building Restrictiops
deviation from, in cities over 100,000 .
Buildings
regulating egress from .. 2 36






















preventing obstruction of aisles, passage-ways, ek, in pablic 2837
regulatinF: height, bulk and apacirtK of, within defined areas. 284.5, 2872
heating plant3, controlling installation of, in 2847
regulating and governing use of, for purposes for which struc-
turally unsuited _ _ .
fixing what may be erected in defined areas _ .
regulating size and stre~ of walls, beams, etc .
requiring production of plans of . .
fees for inspection and approval of plans ..
requiring changes in structure ;. . .
n!gulating removal 01' wrecking of .
regulating construction, alteration and repair of .
prohibiting erection of wo:xl.en .
prohibiting erection of, except with walls of certain materials
roofin~ except with inco:nbustible materials .
pulling down when erected contrary to by-law .
pulling down, when in ruinou~ condition .. .
of, to prevent spread of fires . .
regulating, etc., or prohibiting erection and use of for certain
purposes .
allowing encroachment on highway in cities, fee for ..
nction to restrain erection of .
IJuildings for Storage of Buildcls' Plant
rel'ulating and controlling uection and location in cities 2867
prohibiting in cities erection or use of, in defined areas 2867
Bulletin Boord Painters
licensing, regulating and governing 2876
Bureau of :\lunicip3.l AlT3.irs
returns to, by derk 2768
by treasurer 2769
by auditol'S ~.......................... 2772
retaining moneys if returns not made 2773
annual return of debts to _ 2802
penalty for not making ~.............................................................. 2803
Business
damages for disturbance to, by taking land for adjoining high-
way ~...................................... 2810
Business Assessment
deemed rateable property 2789
Busses
licensing and regulating driven of, in certain townships. 2871
by police commissioners in cities 2886
Butcher Shops
regulating and controlling erection and use of, in cities.. 2867




See Voting on By-Ia\vs
registration of, procedure ~ _ _. 1558
what to be in fon:e in new municipality and in district annexed 2704.
powers of council exercised by ,................................. 2777
not to be quashed because unreasonable.......................................... 2777













authentication of . 2780
omission to affix seal, effect of........... 2780
application for passing of, certificate of clerk as to 2780
time for submission of one for establishing public utility .. 2781
when deemed assented to 2786
duty of council to pass when assented to by electors 2787
promulgation of 2787
repeal of expropriating, in cnse of appeaL................................. 2815
liability for acts done under illegal............................................... 2816
convictions not to be quashed for want of proof of.................. 2918
enforcing requirements of 2918
of police trustees, authentication of 2928
forms of . 2932
Cab Drh'ers
licensing, regulating and governing 2865
in cer~in to~s~ips ; ;..:..................................................... 2871
by polIce commISSIoners m cIties 2885
Cab Stands
:::~t~~~~lc~~:r:ds.~~~.~~..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Canadian Deep 'Vaterways and Power As ociation
power of corporation to become member of 2832
Canadian Wheelman's Association
mile posts, etc., on highways, erection of 2904
Candidates
qualification. and disqualification 2712, 2713
age~ts o.f, for rewar? not. to vote _....................... 2718
nommatlOn and resignatIon 2720
posting up names in office of clerk 2720
declaration of qualification 2721
election by acclamation on retirement 2721
may be present in polling place....................................................... 2737
agents, number of.............................................................................. 2737
declaration of clerk as to election of 2740
may undertake duties of agent 274~
when not to be present in polling place. 2745
forfeiture of seat by, for corrupt practices 2755
personal expenses of, what deemed lawfully incurred 2758




prohibiting sale of, on highways...................................................... 2879
Cardg Soliciting Votes
prohibition as to cir~ulating and penalty .
Carousals
regulating and licensing .
Can
prohibiting children from riding on platfonns of 2848,2872
Carters
licensing, regulating and governing in towns and villages
in certain townships .. .

























when clerk to have ..
none on by-laws __ .._..
Cattle
prohibiting driving of, on sidewalks .. . _ ~
streets during certain hOUfS
seizure of unslaughtered in cities over 100,000.....
authorizing holding public fairs for .
subwa)'s under and bridlres over highways for ...
Cellars
regulating construction and draining of
requiring owners to furnisb levels of....... . .
ground plans showing levels .
Census
tnking of, on erection of village .
for determining composition of council
by-law for taking ...
Certificate
of clerk as to final revision of roll .
to allow deputy, etc., to vote at his polling place _ _.,_
of clerk on application of electors for by-law....
municipal board approvirtg money by-law..
ownership of debentures.... . .
Cesspools
regulating construction and draining of ....




not to be member of council.. .
appointment of .









prohibiting riding on platforms of cars or behind vehicles._ ...2848, 2872
regulation and control of, when engaged as messengers, ven-
dors of newspapers, bootblacks, etc .
Chimneys
regulating construction and enfordng cleaning of ..
Christmas Day
provision when nomination falls on
Churches
regulating egress from y " .
special rate on, for collection of ashes, garbage, etc._
Cigarettes





licensing, regulating, etc., sale of 2882
Circulars Soliciting Votes





prohibiting or regulating anil licensing .. 2883
Cities
meaning of 2692
annexation of land to, in unDrganized territory 2697
erection of town into 2698
division into wards ......•... 2G98
annexation of part of township to 2698
annexation of town or village to 2700
erection of, where town or village annexed to urban munici-
pality 2700
when incorporation to take effect........................ 2703
what by-laws of old corporation in force........... 2704
what by-laws in force on annexation of town or village to........ 2704
liability to creditors of annexed municipality............................ 2705
adjustment of assets and liabilities where town erected as, etc. 2706



















right to give casting vote only, at elections.................................. 2718
returning officer for whole municipality...................................... 2723
appointment of person to act as returning officer instead of........ 2726
to furnish ballot boxes, ballot papers, etc 2728
to prepare voters' lists where none certified by judge 2730, 2731
delivery of copies of voters' lists to deputies.............................. 273J
certificate of, as to final revision of roll........................................ 2732
penalty for not furnishing 2732
when to perform duties of deputy 2732
certificate to deputy, etc., to vote at polling place where sta·
tioned .
appointment and duties of ..
who to act in absence of.. .
returns by. to Bureau of Municipal Affairs ..
penalty for contravention ..
declaration of office by ..
administration of oaths by .
fees of, for service under Ditches and Watercourses Act ..
for copies of awards and documents ..
no casting vote on by-laws ..
penalty for not registering money by·laws .
to be clerk of police office .
Clerk of the Peace
not to be member of council ..
may prepare list of voters for deputies ..
Closets
cleaning of, exclusively by corporation ..
graded fees or special rate according to assessed value for
cleaning of : .
requiring closing and filling up ..
Closet Accommodation
requiring builders to provi~e 2835
Club Hooses for Soldiers
erecting or granting aid to . 2831
exemption from taxation of 2831
agreements between municipalities as to...................................... 2831
Clubs




requirements aa to weighing of, on municipal weighing
machine .
vendor of bound by weight shown on weigh tickeL .
penalty for demanding price of greater quantity _ .
Coal Dealen
fixing time for delivery of coal .
Coal Oil
licensing, regulating and governing sale or delivery from tank
cars . .
Coasting
prohibiting or regulating on highways .
Cold Storage Business
establishment of, by city .
Colleelot
not to be membet of council , .
appointment and duties of. _ .
declaration of otftce by .
Colleges
regulating egl"C~u from .
Collegiate Institutes
supporting pupils attending .
granting aid to . .
Commission

















disqualiflcation of certain as members of council.. 2713
Commissioner of Industries
declaration of office by ._................................................................. 2776
appointment and duties 01 2867
Commission of Inqulty into Finances




payment ol chairman in cities over 200,000 .
'Conlpanies .
nominee of, voting on money by-laws...... 2783
Conlpartments
palJing places to be lurnished with.................................................. 2729
deputy to furnish when not provided 2729
only one voter allowed in 2736
Compensation
for lands taken or injuriously affected
See Expropriation
Concessions
:side linC$ in double fr(lnt ..... .... ~................................................. 2907
MUNICIPAL INSTI11.JTIONS-Continued
Conduits
authorizing laying down of and constructing for enclosing
electric wires .
agreements with companie for use of .
laying down, for transmission of steam ..
of, on county roads ..
Constables
attendance at polling places in schools ..
appointment of special, by returnin~ officer .
penalty for refusing to serve ..
presence of, in polling place ..
oath of secrecy by ..
~~~:i:t~oe~~fo~~.~~.~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
powers and duties of .
special rate on part of townships for payment of.. ..
agreement with salaried, as to keeping fees .
suspension of .
appointment of, in police villages ..
Contagious Diseases
placarding houses .
preventing spread of : .
Continuation Schools
debts for, Pf1yabl~ in 30 years ..
Contracts
disqualification of person interested in one with corporation ..
by members. with corporation void ..
right of municipalities to enforce ..
Controllers

























penalty for hiring for voters............................................................ 2759
Corporations
inhabitants of municipalities to be and names of.............. ...... 2694
council to exercise powers of........................................................ 2694
See New Corporations
Corrupt Practices
to be proven by oral evidence 2753
striking off votes for 2754
forfeiture of !leat by candidate for 271ft)
what to be 2757-2759
hiring conveyancas to carry voters................................................ 2759
furnishing transportation to voters......... 2769
undue influence 2759
penalty for, when not recoverable.................................................. 2760
posting up provisions as to 2760
witnesses not excused from answering in prosecutions for 2760
provisions re to apply to voting on by-laws................................ 2781
striking off votes on by-laws for 2786
quashing by-laws for 2788
Costs






























to exercise powers of corporation
how composed .
in villages, how composed .
qualification of members ..
disqualification as member of .
exceptions ,
exemption from service in .
vacancies in, filling . .
what to cause . .
proceedings to declare seat vacant .
meetings . , .
organization of, what to be . .
presiding officer, appointment of.. . _
voting to be open .. .
no vote by ballot _ .
member of, not to vote to appoint himself to office
head of, who to be .
duties and remuneration .
minutes. records, etc., inspection of . .
jurisdiction of . .
regulations of, for health, safety, welfare .
to be a continuing body..... . .
certain acts not to be done after Dec. 31st
fixing of license fees by .
discretion as to granting licenses .
duty of, as to passing by-laws, assented to
Counties
meaning of . .
councils in, how composed. . ..
date of first meeting .
tiling certificate of election as member .
procedure on submission of by-law .
power to borrow without assent of electors .









clerk of not to be member of council 2718
County Hall
power to acquire land for and to erect 2821
Court Houses and Gaols
no allowance on erection of city for interest in ..
establishment and maintenance of, by county or city..
care of .
gaoler, appointment and dismissal of . ..
providing accommodation for courts .
liability of cities and separated towns for cost, erection and
maintenance of _
how to be determined .
insurable interests in .
site for, determined by arbitration .
compensation by city or town for use of .













regulating and prohibiting keepiIl£' of .
Crafts






erecting and renting .
regulating construction and inspecting .
Crimes
render seat vacant .
offering rewards for discovery of ..
Crown Attorney
not to be member of council... ..
to prosecute violations of secrecy .
Culverts
regulating size and mode of construction of .
prohibiting obstruction of, on highway .
Current Expenditure
borrowing for, pending collection of taxes ..
Dance Halls
regulating and controlling location and erection of, in cities .
prohibiting in cities erection or use in defined areas .
Debentures
term of .
payment of principal in multiples of $100 ..
changing mode of issue ..
when to be dated and issued .
extension of time for issue .
approval of, by Municipal Board ..
application of proceeds of .
execution of coupons ..
what payment to validate .
registry book for and certificate of ownership ..
hypothecation of .
not to be for less than $50 ..






























liability for, on separation of junior township 2704
where one local municipality annexed to another................ 2705
on erection of village or annexation of district...................... 2705
assumption of local improvement, on annexation of territory 2707
general power to contract 2779
special provision as to street railway.......................................... 2780
sinking fund and interest for 2791
annual instalments of principal and interest .. 2791
assent of electors, when requlred 2792
exceptions 2792, 2793
keeping accounts of 2799
annual return to Bureau of Municipal Affairs 2802
Declaration of Office
new election on neglect to take 2748





of election by clerk 2740










person on, not to vote
preparation of and delivery to deputies
Department of Health
recital of approval, on money by-law
Deputy Reeves
number of, in towns, yillages and townships .
determination of right of municipality to .
Deputy Returning Officer
appointment of 2723
non-attendance, at poll 2'127
when poll clerk to act 2727
to be conservator of peace 2727 ;
arrest by, of persons disturbing' peace 2728
special constables, appointment of . 2728
to provide ballot box on failure of clerk _.............. 2728
when clerk to perform duties ot.............. 2732
voting at polling place where stationed 2733
certificate of clerk to enable 2733
dnties of, at poll . 2733, 2734
oath of after poll 2739
to take oath of secrecy................... 2743
to report violations of llecreey to Crown Attorney................... 2743
penalty for altering voters' lists .. 2743
offences relating to ballot papers 2744
destroying election documents " 2745
omission to initial ballot 2745
neglect to perform duties. 2748 .
wilfully miscounting ballots 2745
wilful act or omissior. 2745
as party to proceedings to declare seat vacant 2753
order for payment by, (,f costs of motion to unseat 2754
oath of office 2775
Derricks




regulation and control of. by board of police commissioners.. 2885
Dir~tions to Voters
clerk to print and deliver to deputy.







before election complained of
after . ..
to operate as resignation and costa of ..
Disqualification
of certain persons as members of council .
saving as to shareholders in companies, lessees of corporation,
proprietors of newspapers and exemption from taxation,
etc , 2714,2715
raising of questions as to, at election .. 2'118
of husoand or wife of non-residen: tenant 2718
of members for not levying sinkin~ fund 2800
of member:! for borrowing beyond ],mit...... 2805
Distilleries


























procedure for erection into village
annexation of, to village. . .....
adjustment of a sets, etc., on annexation to a municipality
setting a ide restricted, for buildings
District Court
clerk of not to be member of council
Ditche
prohibiting obstruction of, on l".ighways
Diyision Court
clerk or bailiff not to oe member of council
use of court house, for sittings of
Docks
granting aid for construction of .
making and maintaining of .
prohibiting injuring, fouling, filling up, etc. of
erecting and renting . .. .
requiring removal of sunken vessels, etc., from
Dog Kennels
regulating and controlling location in cities __
prohibiting in citie . erection or use of, in defined area
Door teps
removal of when projecting over wharf, dock, etc.
projecting oyer highway ...... __ ...
Double Front Concession
side lines in ...
Drainage
proceeding with, works on formation of new corporation
regulations for ...... ....... ...
acquiring land in another municipality for
Drains
constructing, maintaining and stopping up
prohibiting injuring, fouling, filling up, etc., of
requiring and regulating, altering or repairing of private
regulations a to .. .. ..




by police commis ioners in cities
Drift-Wood
keeping streams Cree from
Drill Sheds
debts for, payable in 30 years
acquiring land for
Drh'es
acquiring land for and e tablishing
Dri\'er of ehide

















































by acclamation on retirement of candidates ._,_ .
non-election of full council by retirement of candidates
new election on .
to be held annually ._ _.. _ _ _.. , .
options as to time for nomination and polling
declaration of result ' ,.. , , .
interruption of, by riot .
irregularities at, effect of . .
expenses of officers at, payment of
new, to fill vacancies, warrant for
proceedings for trying validity of
order of removal from offi,c on invalidity of
invalidity of, for not permitting electors to vote
hribery and corrupt practices at
representing that ballot not secret.
of trustees in police village




prohibiting erection of, on narrow streets .
prescribing minimum area of vacant land as yard
Dynamite
regulating the keeping, swring and transportation of
Earth Closet!;!
graded fees or special rate according to assessed value Cor
cleaning of .
Educational Institutions




prohibiting dangerous, on roads and bridlj:'es
Dr)' Cleaners
licensing, regulating and governin/{ .. , .
variation {rom standard l-equirements hi certain ca~es
Dualin




prohibition as to use of and penalty
EI«lors
meaning of. . , ,............................ 2692
qualification for entry on voters' list ,... 2716
rating for land or income , ,.. , , .._ 2716,2717
farmer's son _ ' _, '.. 2717
occasional absence from farm 2717
right to vote . 2717
question of disqualification not to be raised at election 2718
exceptions. 2718
cast: of addt:d ll:'rrilory amI new COl"Jlol"lllion 2719
how often to vote ,.. , 2733



















how to mark ballot ..
interference with, when marking ballot
not to display marked ballot .
not compellable to disclose vote .,.
penalty for conveying to poll or furni hing tl'an portation
submitting questions to ..
di 'Qualification for non-payment of taxes
qualification of in police village
Electric Light Work
debts for, payable in 30 years .
power to borrow for extensions without a ent of elector
powers of board of police trustees as to constructing
Electrical Worker
licensing and regulating in certain townships
examining, licensing and regulating ... . .
Electricitr
authorizing laying down of pipes 01" conduits for transmi -
sion of . .
Ele\'ators
erecting and renting grain and floating ..
regulating construction of and licensing public
Engineer
declaration of office by .
appointment of ..
E timate .
to be made annually of expenditures. .
reduction of, where amount collected deficient
submission to council by police commissioners
EYents of National Intere t
expenses of celebration of
Evidence
direction to take in shorthand ..
oral, on motion to declare eat vacant .
to prove corrupt practices
documents certified by clerk receivable as ...














I:xecution Again t :\Iunicipal orporations
levying rate to satisfy 1232
Exemption from Taxation
not to disqualify member .




acquiring land for agricultural, horticultural and indu trial
erecting buildings for .
lease of land not required for
granting money or land in aid of Fat tock
regulating and licensing . ...... ....
acquiring land for, in police village






























fixing rates for conveying goods and passengers
Farm Front
prizes for best kept ...
.'arm I.ands
separation of from towns and villages by Municipal Board
adjustment of assets and liabilities
}o'armer's Son
{IUalification of, ali voter
occasional and temporary absence not to affect
raising question as to residence at election
not to vote on money by-laws
Explosin~s
regulating the keeping, st<lring and tranSllortation of
Expropriation
power to acquire land includes power of.
general power as to .
taking more land than required .
use of excess land b)' way of compensation to owners
power to enter, on payment into court " .
deferred laying out, extending, widening or diverting high-
way. ._ 280~-2812
by-law deferring entry on land required 2808
not to be repealed except with leave of Municipal Board 2809
registration of draft plan of work 2809
land to vest at once in corporation ...... 2809
assessment of . 2809
entry at day fixed 2810
undertakin,g' work as loeal improvement. 2810
compensation, when payable and how determined 2810-2812
temporary advances to meet costs 2812
compensation for land taken or injuriously affected 2808
fencing .. .. 2808
damages resulting from severance .. 2808
claim for, when to be made. 2812
case of lunatic, infant, etc. 2812
payment of into court 2813
to stand instead of land 2813
interest on 2813
claims upon, how determined 2813
notice of claim for, where plans of work filed in office
clerk .
determination of, by arbitration.. . .. .....
order vesting land in corporation on payment into Court
public works, taking land for
expropriating by-law
deemed repealed, unless award adopted by by-law
power to repeal before award.
}<'actories
power to fix assessment of . . .
regulating and eontrollinir location and erection in cities
prohibiting in cities erection or usc of in defined areas
Fairs










allowance for, where land expropriated
prescribing height and description of
apportionment of cost of division .
requiring protection against barbed wire
power of county as to . . .
prohibiting erection of on highways











licen es to and by municipal corporations
annual grants to .
Finances
auditors to prepare abstract of annually
publication of annual statement by council
accounts, keeping of .... ... .
surplus money, application of
sinking fund
liability for diversion of, investment of, etc.
setting apart certain moneJ's for educational purposes
apportionment of public school moneys. .
member of council not to be party to investments
annual report to Bureau of Iunicipal Affairs























prevention of accidents by in factories, hotels, theatres, etc.
prescribing times for setting ..
prevention of, regulations for .
in townships for defined areas. ..
preventing, 01' regulating use of in factories, stables, etc.
prohibiting carrying on of manufactures or trades dangerous
in causing .
preventing spread of .
calling out men to fight forest, in townships
Fire Arm
prohibiting or regulating discharge of 2 39
Fire Brigades
agreements with other municipality for u e of
Fire Buckets







agreements with other municipalities for use of
right of way on highways
purchase of
for defined areas in township
purcba e of, in police villages .









medals, rewards and gratuities to .
granting aid to superannuation fund for _ ,_ .. __
appointment for defined areas in townships
Fire lIali






prohibiting or regulating settin~ off of
Fish
regulating exposure for sale of ar.d inspe<:tion of
Floodin.l:'
<:onstruction of works for prevention of damage by
Flues
regulating construction of ._
Food
regulating delivery and expOSUff for sale of..
appointing inspectors of. . .
seizing and destroying tainted _
power of local municipalities to buy and sell
Food Shops




calling out men to fight, in townships.
Forges
regulating and <:ontrolling in dties ....
prohibiting in dtica erection or use of in defined areas _
Forms
approval of by Municipal Board ..
declaration of incorporation of township
qualification by candidate
ballot papers .
dil'ections to voters _ .
poll book . .
certificate as to assessment roll
oath of \'oter .















































oath of poll clerk. ..
deputy returning officer aft~r close of poll
secrecy...... .... . '
certificate of clerk as to election of reeves and deputy reeves
declaration of office .
election officers, and constable .
auditor . .. .. . ..
elector promoting by-law......... . . .
ballot papers for by-laws and questions.
directions to voters on by-laws
notice of promulgation of by-law ..
registration of by-law
Fowl
licensing purchasers of .. 28 0
Franchi e
time for submitting by-law for granting 2781
Fruit
prohibiting sale of on highways 2879
licensing, regulating and governing persons selling to retailers 2 0
Fuel
power to buy and sell .. 2840
urniture
when not liable to pay for
Gaols
appointment of surgeon for
See Court Houses and Gaols
Gaoler
not to be a member of council ..
appointment of, by sheriff .












borrowing money for erection without assent of electors 2793
Garages
location, erection and use of 2 54,2 72
licensing and regulating public in cities . 2 69
prohibiting, regulating and controlling location within defined
areas 2 70
power of certain townships as to licensing, regulating and pro-
hibiting erection of public .. 2 71
Garbage
debt for s:rstem for disposal of, payable in 10 years 2790
establishment of system for removal of . 2862, 2875
special rate on churches for collection of .. 2863
collection and removal of in townships . .. . .. 2874
Garden Produce
licensing, regulating and governing person selling to retailers
Garden
acquiring land for in police villages.. ,..
Ga oline
regulating the keeping, storing and tran portation of
prohibiting keeping or storing of





regulating, controlling and prohibiting location, erection and
usc of . 2868
Gas Works
debts for, payable in 30 years 2790
prohibiting or regulating erection of ._ ,__ 2840
IXI1Towin~ money for extension of without assent of electors 2846
powers of board o( police trustees as to 2982
Glass
prohibiting, throwing of on highways and bridges 2915
Goats
regulating and prohibiting the keeping of .
Goods, Warcs and Merchandise
prohibiting sale of on private lands in defined areas
Grain Elc,"awrs








Guarantee of Debentures -
levy of special rate to meet ' ... '
by county for local municipality
Guests






power of Ontario Motor League to erect .
penalty for defacing .
Gunpowder
regulating the keeping, storing and transportation of.
storing of, in police villages ..













granting aid for construction of ..... "............ 2829
making, improving and maintaining ' 2829
regulation of , , ,.... 2829
prohibiting the injuring, fouling, filling up, etc., of .... 2829
erecting, maintaining, operating grain elevators, wharves and
docks in 2829
regulating vessels arriving in and imposing dues 2829
requiring removal of door steps and railings projecting over.... 2829
r~ujring rtlmovul uf 5unkCll vtl>;>;ds, de., (rom 2829
Harbour 'Yorks




licensing, regulating and governing .
what to include . : .
license, when not required
fees for and production of
penalty for not producing




administration of oaths by
Health
general by-laws and regulations for
Heat
contracts for supply to police villages
po er to borrow for supply ...
Heating Plants
regulation, etc., of installation
Heat Works
debts for, payable in 30 years




















































not to be included in area of town or village
deferred laying out, widening, etc., of
regulating driving or riding on
prohibiting racing on
regulating traffic on .. ..
prohibiting use of traction engines on certain
driving of animals on certain .
limiting traffic in one direction on certain ..
allowing encroachment on, cf buildings in cities
use of, for building purposes and fee for. .. . .
keeping open in townships during sleighing season
what to constitute .
vesting of soil and freehold .. .. . " .
reservation of rights in soil on dedication
jurisdiction ove\'
agreements as to maintenance of boundary lines
government roads, bringing under control of municipality
assumption by county of ,
abandonment of roads by county ..
paving, etc., of, when assumed by county . ....
maintenance of boundary lines between local municipalities
in provisional judicial discrict .. . .
deviation of boundary lines .. .. ..
repair of, liability for .
non-repair, action for damages for
corporation not liable for, by approval of plan showing
highways , .
apportionment of damages between corporations . . ....
members of council not liable for damages
remedy over for damages .
detemlination of disputes as to erE'ction, maintenance and
repair .. .
laying out highwa~'s where no original allowance




disputes as to opening, ek., of township boumlnrTes 2902
deviation of county boundaries 2903
establishing, widening, stopping Up. etc., of ,..... 2904
subways for cattle under. , , " 2904
closing of vehicular or pedestrian traffic only..... 2906
rights of ingress and egress where road closed up 2906
unopened road allowanc<'s, possession of 2906
publication of by-law for stolliling up, widening, diverting, etc., 2906
side Jines in double front concessions 2907
mist,lkes in oJlening I'oad allowances " , 2907, 2908
widt.h of highways 2908
obstructions at intersections, agreements for removal of,. 2908
granting aid for opening, maintaining, etc., of ,2909, 2910
areas and openings under...... 2911
construction of bridge over, by private owners _ 2911
bicycle and foot paths 2911
timber on, sale of 2911
trees on, planting, protection and removal of 2913, 2914
prizes for best kept road-side , ,.. , 2915
prohibiting 01' regulating obstruction of 2915
erection of fences on. .. 2915
throwing of dirt, glass on _.... 2915
traffic signs on. placing and reguhting 2915
sale of original road allowance ... . .. . 2916
when person in possession entitled to origin~i"~ii~;'~nce. 2916
stopping up highways in unorganized territory, 2917
opening up, in township in unorganized territory. 2917
regulating driving on or riding on, in police villages. 2928
plans and width DC ....••.• . . 2982,2983
approval required to estnblishing, stopping-up in urban zone 2988
High Schools
debts for, payable in 80 years
supporting pupils attending,






erections of on highway or boulevard and Cee for 2869
Hoists
regulating construction of those used in erecting buildings. 2840
and opel·ation of in buildings 2849
licensing when used by public _ 2849
Hook and Ladder Companies
promoting and establishing
Horns
prohibiting or reguhl.ting the blowing of
Horse!:!
prohibiting hauling of dead in daytime
driving of, on sidewalks .
authorizing public fairs for sale oL.
Horse Thieves
reward for conviction oC
Horticultural Exhibitions










term of debentures for erection of .
limit of taxation, not to apply to 'grants to
granting aid to .
regulating egress from ..
and controllins: location and ereetion of, in cities
prohibiting in cities erection or use in defined areas
Hospitals for Dogs and Rorses
regulating and controllinlt'. \n cities ...
prohibiting in eities erection or use of, in defined areas
Hour.'! of Labour
regulating, of emplo)'ees in livery stables, etc.
Householder
meaning of .
qualification of as candidate for council
Houses
numbering of .
in certain townships .
U"dranta
purchasing or erecting, for supply of water
Ice Cream
prohibiting sale of, on highways
Income
qualification ot Yoter on .
raising question as to residence at Yoter on, at election
not to quality for voting on money by-laws
deemed rateable property
Incorporation
date when to take effect
Indigent Persons
aid in maintenance of, at House of Refuge
taking securit)· tor advances to
Industrial Exhibitions




power to fix assessment of . .
prohibiting <:arrying on of noxious in certain areas
Inebriate AS}'lums
establishment, maintenance and committal to.
Infant
claim for compensation for land injuriously affected
Insane










































deputy marking ballot papers for..
Judicial Enquir)' •
of charges of malfeasance in office _, " .





licensing, regulating and governing
limiting license to one class of goods
prohibiting carrying on, in certain areas , .
prohibiting purchase from minors..
Justices of the Peace
returning officer and deputy to have powers of .
who to be ex-officio . .
may act although member of counciL,.. ,.
Land
meaning of . .
when occupant deemed owner.. .. ..
power to acquire includes expropriation .
rating for, to qualify as voter .
acquisition of .
taking more than required.......... ..
power to use excess, as compensation to owners
sale of, when not open to question .
compensation for, when expropriated .
acquiring at street intersections for rounding corners
action to restrain illegal u~e of .
Laundries
licensing and regulating " , ".
regulating and controllin~ location, erection and use in cities
prohibiting in cities crectlO:l or use of in defined areas .. ,
Lavatories
establishing and maintaining .
in townships " .
Lessee
of corporation not disqualified as member of council
Libraries
grant of money or land to public




































power to license, what to include . 2778
fees for, fixing 2778
granting or I'efusing, discretion as to 2778
refunding fee on re ...ocation.................. 2778
limiting number of pool and billiard ,........... 2779








granting aid to. 2863
Limitation of ,\ctions
for damages for non-repair. _ 2897
Lh·e Stock Shows
granting money or land in aid of 2828
Li'·ery Stables
in towns and villages, licensing and regulating and govern-
ing 286~
prohibiting establishment of in certain districts 2865
in counties, licensing, regulatinl; and governing 2866
in cities, regulating and controlling location, erection and use
of .. . _ _._..... 286i
prohibiting erection of, in certain areas 2867
licensing and regulating by police commissioners 2885
regulating hours of labour of employees 2885
Local Improvements




keeper of, not to be member of council _.... __
establishment, maintenance and regulation of
constable to be in charge of
use of county gaol as .
cost of keeping prisoners in
Lodging-Houses
licensing, regulating and governing
what to include
Lo"
requiring draining of vacant
n'~mbcring of
requiring vacant to be enclosed
Lunatic
claim for compensation for land injuriously affected
Machine Shops
regulating and controlling location and erection of in cities
prohibiting in cities erection or use of in defined areas
~Ialfeasance
investigation of charges of
)tanufactures
regulating those causing nuisances
prohibiting or regulating dangerous
illanure Pits
regulating location, erection and lise of
Markets
establishment, maintenance and regulation of
prohibiting or regulating ::sale on highways
place of sale of farm produce .



























measuring and weighing lime, wood, coal, etc., regulating...... 2856
regulating vehicles used for vending, ,....... 2856
sale of meat distrained for rent 2856
measurement of wood sold on market ,.,................. 2856
market fees
when not to be imposed.............................................................. 2857
scale of , ,...................................................... 2859




licensing, regulating and governing.............................................. 2863
Mayor
to be head of counciL.................................................................... 2766
may call out the posse comitatus...................................................... 2767
ex-officio a justice of the peace :................................. 2816
acting for police magistrate 2817
Meat 0;, \
regulating exposure for sale of in highway or market place 2839
inspection of " , , "........... 2839
regulating storage, handling and sale of fresh.......................... 2882
licensing sale in less than quarter carcass........... 2882
feetings of Council
date and place of first ......"."......................................................... 2761
ordinary to be open...."...................................................................... 2762
exclusion from, for improper conduct.. ".... 2762
special, calling of.. " ".. " " .." "........... 2762
may be c!osed " , "............................. 2762
adjournment of 2763
Meeting of Police Trustees 2922
Members of Council
meaning of , , , ,.......................................... 2692
qualification for , , ,.......................................................... 2712
disqualification , ,.. , ,., , ,., ,... 2713
exceptions 2714, 2715
contracts by, with corporation void 2715
persons exempt as 2716
who entitled to vote for........ 2716
to hold office until election of successors......................... 2723
two years' term, provision for.......................................................... 2723
proceedings where disqualified, fails to resign............................ 2748
resignation with consent of council 2748
declaration of office before business.............................................. 2761
certificate of election of membel' of county counciL.................... 2761
not to vote to appoint himself to office.......................................... 2763
remuneration of warden, mayor and reeve.................................. 2767
declaration of office by....................................................................... 2775
investigation of charges of malfeasance........................................ 2777
liability of for diversion of sinking fund...................................... 2800
disqualification of for misapplication of sinking fund................ 2800
for borrowing beyond limit.......................................................... 2805
remuneration of ,................. 2886
appointment and remuneration as road commissioner, etc. 2887
not liable for non-repair...................................................................... 2899
!XDEX.
MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS-Continued
~Iemorial Homes (or Soldiers
establishing and granting aid to
exemption from taxation of..
Memorial Windows
erection of, in commemoration of soldiers
issue of debentures for .
~Ienageries
prohibiting or regulating and licensing
Merchandise
prohibiting sale of on private lands in defined areas
~Ierr)·-Go-Rounds
regulating and licensing .
"Iessengers
regulation and control of children as
Mile Posts
power of Ontario )totor League to erect
penalty for defacing. . .
power of C.W.A. to erect .
Militia
adding to drill pay of members of corps of active
providing military equipment. . .
Milk Tickets
regulating use of by vendors.
Mining Schools·





















in opening road allowance5 290;
Money By-laws
See Voting on By-laws
meaning of __ .
persons entitled to vote on
recitals in .
debts, when payable .
assent of electors, when required
exceptions .
increasing or decreasing rate of interest fixed
repeal of, when part only o~ money raised ....
when not to be repealed .
neglect to carry out provision of, penalty for
certificate of Municipal Board apPw\'ing
registration of . .
applieation to quash registered by-law ..
failure to register not to invalidate
certified copy of to be sent to Provincial Treasurer
penalty....... . .
suluuission of, in police villages
Monopolies






















erection of in commemoration of soldiers.
on highway
Morality
general by-laws and regulations for
:l10tor Trucks
regulation of location of buildings f<!r housing of
Motor Vehicles
au'thorizing and asssigning stands for, on highways
licensing, etc., by police commissioners in cities
Moving Picture Shows
regulating and controlling location and el'ection of ill cities















annual expenditure for publicity purposes in
Naphtha
regulating and keeping, storing and transportation o(
Xational Waterways Association






















village, el'ection of 2695
cities and towns, erection of 2698
townships, erection of. ... 2700
date when incorporation to take effect 2703
matters consequent upon formation of. .... 2704
by-laws of old corporation to remain in force in, until repealed 2704
adjustment of assets, debts and liabilities ..... 2704-2706
jurisdiction of old council until organization of new .. , .... __ 2708
effect of separation of junior township on ollicials and sureties. 2708
:-iew.'<boys
l'egulation and contl'ol of
Newspaper Proprietor




polling on _ ;.
Night Soil
prohibiting hauling of, in daytime
Nitro-Glycerine




time and place of ... . .
where township adjoins urban municipality
nominations to be in writing ._
returning officer to declare result of, to clerk
options as to day for holding
to be held in municipality
appointment of places for, where election by ward
failure of council to appoint places for .. ,..... .
interruption of by riot ..
• 'ominee of Corporation
power to vote on money by-laws
Xotice




prohibition as to committing in police villages
Nur ing Sisters
erecting memorial homes or club houses for returned
allowances to dependents of deceased ..

























elector not to vote after reiu ing to take
form of, for voters , ,.. , .
administration of, to voter at request of candidate, agent, etc.
of poll clerk and deputy after poll
of secrecy .
who may administer in elections
of office of election officers alld administration of
of voters on by-laws .,
Ob tructions to View of Driver
agreement with owners of land for removal
Occupant
of land, when deemed to be owner
Office
resignation of, by member ..
new election on refusal to accept, etc.
filling vacancie in .
proceedings to declare vacant
m'der fOI' renlo\'al from where election declared invalid
location of county and township _ , .





















effect of separation of junior township on sureties
salaries of .. ,.,., .
remuneration of, not to he fixed by tender..
gratuities and retiring allowances, granting of..
investigation of charges of malfeasance..













or prohibiting location, erection and
2868
Ontario 1\lotor League
posts, etc., on highways, erection of .
Ontario Municipal Union




grants in aid of ._
Outhouses
location, erection and use of
2832
................... , ..._2854, 2872
Overseers of Highways
remuneration of member of council as
not to disqualify .
Owner
when occupant to be deemed
Parades
regulation of, by Police Commissioners
Parks
not to be included in area of town or village .
debts for, payable in 30 years .
acquirin~ land for, establishing and laying out .
in pohce village _ .




power of townships as to requiring between buildings
Patriotic Organi:r;ations
granting aid to .
PeanutlS
prohibiting sale of, on highways .
Pedlars
































power to impose and recovery..... . , .
want of proof of by-law not to invalidate conviction
enforcement of requirements of by-law. ., ." .
power to restrain improper use of land, etc., by action
recovery of in police villages ..
Personation
penalty for .
offering reward for conviction ..
Petroleum
regulating the keeping, storing and transporting of .. . ......
Petty Chapmen
. licensing, regulating and governing
Pictures
prohibiting posting of indecent
Piers
erecting and renting .
Pipes
authorizing laying down of or construc~ing fOl' transmission
of electricity ..
agreements with companies as to use of.: .
laying down of for transmission of steam .
on county roads .. .
Pits
i:~~i~n:~~~~in~..~~ ..::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..;
Placard • Play Bills





licensing and regulation of . 2 3
definition of "Master Plumber" and "Journeyman Plumber".. . 2883
Plumber Shops
regulating and controlling location and erection of in cities.... 2867
prohibiting in cities erection or use of in defined areas ...... .... 2 67
Poles
regulating erection of 2841
on county roads :. 2865
Police Commissioners
to cause constable to attend at polling place in school house.... 2726
power of council to fix license fees under by-laws of................. . 2778
discretion as to granting or refusing licenses .. 2778
board of, how composed in cities and towns 2817
repeal of by-law constituting 2818
in counties how composed.... 2818
examination of witnesses by.... 2819
meetings of, to be open 2819
how by-laws of proven .. 2819
appointment of members of police force by.. 2819
regulations as to police force............................. 2819
ubmission of estimates of to council 2 20




constitution of in cities and towns .
appointment and oath of members , .
indemnification and remuneration of members..
powers snd duties of members of .
granting aid to superannuation fund for members of
Police Magistrate
not to be member of coundl .
mayor acting instead of ..
clerk of police office under control of
member of Board of Poli~e Commissioners
Police Office
cities snd towns to have
police magistrate to attend at
when justice may act .
accommodation for and clerk of .
Police Trustees
declaration of office by
I~olicc Villages
erection of, into village
formation of . .
in provisional judicial district
annexation of territory to .
trustees, election and qualification
inspecting trustee, appointment of
levying of rates by township for .
deduction from township rate................ . .
statute labour, performame and commutation of : ..
sidewalks, construction of .
contracts for light, heat or power .
orders of trustees, payment by township treasurer .....
money by-laws, submission of by township on application of
trustees .
fire engines and appliances, purchase of .
usc of, by township .
parks, gardens, etc., acquiring land for
constables, appointment of . . .
special powers of trustees .. . .
authentication of by-laws .
prevention of fire, precautions to be taken for.
gunpowder, how to be kept .
not to be sold at night .
nuisances, prohibition of . .
penalties, recovery of .
board of police trustees, incorporation of .
remedy over against, for damages .
construction of water, light, heat and power works .
Police Village Hall
acquiring land as site for and erecting ..
Poll
date of holding .
options as to ..
timc for opening and closing .
Yoting to be by ballot ..
procedure on tender of yote ..
oath of Yoter, when required to be taken























































marking of ballot paper _ .
duty of deputy on receh'inK ballot paper.
proceedings after close of poll
eounting the '\"otes .
ballot paper account _ .
statement of result
return of ballot box to clerk
balloting compartment, exdusion from
ballot paper not to be taken from polling place
incapacity of voter to mark ballot, procedure.
cancelled ballot papers _
tender of vote, what to be .
declaration of result by clerk
casting vote of clerk
interruption of, by riot ...
secrecy of proceedings at
oath of sccrecy .
Poll Book
clerk to deliver to deputy returning officer..
deposit of, in ballot box after poll ..
ralsif)'ing, penalty for
destroying, penalty for _ .
Poll Clerk
appointment of .
refusal to act or non-attendance of, at poll .
when to act as deputy _.
voting at polling place wt.ere stationed
certificate of clerk to enable .._ .
oath of, af~r poll .
to take oath of secrecy......... ._ .
to report violations of secrecy to Crown Attorney
penalty for altering voters' lists __ .. _ .
offences relatin$" to ballot papers
destroying election documents .. _..
neglect to perform duties ....
wilfully miscounting ballots
oath of office .
Polling Places
appointment of ", ..
when clerk may select .... ...
for toYmship, may be in adjoining municipality
failure of council to appoint .
materials for marking ballots to be provided at
compartment for marking ballots
use of public S(:hools for ._
who may be present in _.
Polling Sub-Dh'isions
division of municipality into ...
boundaries of, number of electors in, alteration, etc.
by-law to be filed in office of Clerk of the Peace
appeal from to judge . .
containing more than prescribed number when not
election .
uniting of adjoining ..
Pool Tables
limiting number of licenses for .
























































out-of-door relief to .
aiding in maintaining at house of refuge, etc ,....-.
Population
meaning of .
bow determined in cities and towns for composition of eoundl
Porches
removal of when projecting over whad, dock, etc.
projecting over highway .
Posse Comitatus




regulating exposure for sale of on highway or market
Pounds
impounding animals running at large .
appraising damages and determining compensation
powers of police village as to.... . .
Power
contracts for supply to police villages .
power to borrow for supply. . .
Power Works
debts for, payable in 30 years .
power to borrow for extensions of, without assent of electon..




appointment of, in absence of .head .
casual absence of . .
to act as controller during the absence of mayor .
Pressers
licensing, regulating and governing business 01. .
variation from standard requirement in certain cases
Prisoners
contribution by city, etc., to cost of maintenance .
expenses of conveying to lock-ups
Private Drains
regulating the altering or repairing of
Private Hospitals
regulating and controlling location and erection of in cities..
prohibiting in cities erection or use in defined areas .
Privies
regulating construction and draining of .
requiring closing and filling up of .
Proceedings



































Proceedings to Dedllre Seat Vacant
Processions
regulation of by Police Commissioners
Promulgation of By-Ial"s _.. __ .
I'roprietar~' Clubs
licenSe! to for billiard and pool tables
Public Buildings
regulating egress from . _ .
preventing obstruction of halls, aisles, etc., in
Public Fai.rs
authorizing, fOI' sale of ca~tle, etc.
Public Garage
licensing and l'egulating .
Public Librarie.s
grant of money 01' land to _ .
aid to in police villages
Public School Board
member of whC'n disqualified for council
Public School Mone)"s
apportionment among school sections
Public Schools'
use of for polling places
debts for, pa~'able in 30 years
Public Utility
time for submittin~ by-la.... for acquiring or disposing of
contracts for supply of to municipality
I'ublic Utilit}· Comn,issioners
dedaration of office by .
Publicit}· Purposes






at first election in new tc OIship
of members of council .
when land annexed to urban municipality
in new township in unorganized territor~'
to vote . , .
raisin~ of questions as to, at election
of police trustees _...._.....
of electors in police village
Quarries




































for erection of village, time for.
unreasonableness, no ground for
application for generally .
for corrupt practices ....
application by another municipality








equality of votes to negative












proceeding to declare seat vacant substituted for
Radng
prohibiting on highways and bl"idges
Hafts
regulation of ........•' .
imposing harbour dues on
!tailings
removal of when projecting o\'er wharf. dock, etc,
Hailwa)'s
debts for, payable in 30 years
Rateable Property
to include income and business assessment.
Uat('s
what to be levied annually and limit of
deficiency in, how made up
by-laws for levying
when to be deemed due
limit of in poliee village .
Heal Estate
ownership of on dissolution of united townships
on erection of village. etc.
Heccipts and Expenditures
auditors to prepare abstract of annually .
publication of annual statement by council .
Recognizance
in proceedings to declare seat vacant
on application to quash by.law
Hecount
procedure before county or district judge .
notice to candidates of ,........ . .
to be a continuous proceeding .
certificate of judge as to result and C03ts .
Hee"c





























debt for system for disposal of, payable in 10 years
establishment of system for removal of
Registrar of Deeds
not to be member of council
Registration
when to be in Land Titles Office
of money by-laws
Regulations
power to make general for health, safety and welfare
Relator
where right to deputy reeve contested




warden, mayor and reeve ._ .
aldermen, councillors, committee men, police trustees
Itemuneration of Officers
power of council to fix
not to be settled by tender ..
recovery of costs when solicitor paid by salary...
Repair
liability for, of highways and bridges
actions for damages for non "., .
approval oflolan showing highways does not make corporation
liable or....... _ .
liability of board of police trustees for .
remedy over of township against Board for damages
Residentinl Streets
declaring certain highways to he .
Hesignation
of candidnles .. .
failure to make declnration means .. ....
proceedings where disqualified member does not resign
of member of council .
disclaimer to operate as
Resolutions





























duties of on formation of new corporation
nppointment of for nomination in wards .
clerk to be, for whole municipnlity
to be for nominations, where no division
divisions ...
refusal to act, etc. ....
when electors may choose.
to be conservator of peace












speeilll constable. appointmellt of by
to take oath of secrecy...... ...
to report violation of secrecy to Crown Attorney
penalty for altering voters' lists .
for oft"enl'es relating to banot papel'll
for destroying election doeuments ..
as party to proceedings to declare !M!at vacant
order for payment of costs by, of motion to unseat
oath of office .
appointment in police villace
ltewards
offering for conviction for personation
apprehension of horse thieves
niding




interruption of election by
Rh'us
preserving banks of .....
prohibiting the injuring, fOllling, filling up, etc., of
Road Commissioners
remuneration of member of council as
not to disqualify
Road Making Machinery









setting aside and designating on highways
Salaries of Officials
fixing of . .. ..
not to be fixed by tender ....
recovery of costs when soliCitor pnid by salar)'
Sanitar)' Conveniences
installation of in city over 200,000 ...
Scaffoldings
regulating and inspecting erection cf
inllpectors of
Sca\'enging S)'stem






































use of for polling places
regulating egress from.
Scrutiny
of votes on by-law.
Scuttles
requiring owner to provide in roof
Seat
proceedings to declare vacant
Second-Hand Goods
licensing of dealers in
Second-Hand Shops
licensing, regulating and governing
issues of license for one class of second.hand goods
prohibiting purchase from minors
Secrecy of Pfoeeedings
at poll .
oath of secrecy .
prosecutions for violation of
penalty for violation of
Sf'eds
purchase and donation of by counties
































construction and maintenance of 2827
borrowing mone~- for extension of without assent of electors 2846
Sewerage
regulations as to. . , , 2836
borrowing money for extension of works without assent of
electors _ _ , , 2846
commission for management of system 286~
Se...·erage S)·stem
entrusting management to commission
Sewer Rents





agreements with adjoining municipalities as to use of
debts for, payable in 30 years ..
constructing, repairing, and providing- outlet for .
extension of, into adjacent municipality.
Shareholders
in company when not disqt:alified as member of council
member who is, when not to vote .
Sheriff
not to be member of council ,
care of county goal by
appointment of goaler by..
Shores
preserving of " , , , ,
prohibiting the injuring, fouling, filling up, etc., of..
Shorthand














Side Lines in Double Front Concession ..
Side-Lights




prohibiting driving of vehicles on 2833
spitting on . . ,. 2844
driving of horses or cattle on .. 2853,2872
construction of by police trustees.............. 2924
in police village, prohibiting spitting on 2928
vehicles, horses and cattle prohibiting on.. 2928
Sign Painters
licensing, regulating and governing..
Signs
prohibiting or regulating erection of, and pulling down.
Sinking Fund
rate or interest on investment of.. .
application of surplus mone)' ".. , .
liability for diversion of ..
statement of treasurer as to amount required for
neglect of council to levy penalty for ..
investment of . .. .
redemption of debentures with.
treasurer of Ontario, payment of to
fixinl':' rate of interest to be allowed ..
annual return to
Sinks
regulating construction and draining of
Slaughter Houses
pl'ohihitinl1:, l'c,:rlllatin,:r allll inspecting:
Sll;'ig-hs
prohibiting children from riding on



















keeping roads open during'
Slip
granting aid for construction of ,.
makinjr and maintaining of .,. .. .. ' ..
prohibiting injuring, fouling. filling up, etc., of




clearing away from vac~mt lots ..













erection of memorial windows, monuments and tablets in com-
memoration of .. 2830
erecting and maintaining memorial homes and club houses for 2 31
making grants to returned ......... . 2 12
allowances .to widows, children, parents, eU:. 2 32
olicitor




provisions of. not affected
Speedway
setting apart highways for, in citic over 100,000
Spitting





regulation of use of fires in
location of .....'
regulating in cities location of, or prohibiting erection
fined areas
tands
erection of covered, on highways for shelter of drivers
tatute Labour
commutation of, in police villag s
team
authorizing laying down of pipe foJ' tran mis ion of
team Engine.
operation or portable in town. hip.
tcnographic Reporter

















regulating and controlling location of in cities .
llrohibiting in cities erection or use of in defined areas
Streams
prohibiting obstruction of in townships .....








See Highways and Bridges
.... 2852, 2872, 2874
2853
Street C.ommissioner or 01-e1'5ee1'
declaration of office by.. . "..
remuneration of member of council as
not to disqualify , .
Streel Intersections
acquiring land at for rounding corners .. .. . .
agreements for removal of obstructions to view of drivers at
Street Railway
special provision as to debts contracted for __ ._ _..
time {or submission of by·law to acquire _.. . , .


















firemen, constables, and employees,











erection 0(, in commemoration of soldiers ..
issue of debentures for .
Tannl'ries









apportionment of, on incorporation of towns in unol'ganized
territory _ 2697,2698
right of 8enior lownship 10, on di3801ulion _. 2704
collcetion on annexation of district . 2706
non-payment of, disqualifies member of council 2714
exemption (rom, does not disqualify 271~
G:.!9
MUNICIPAL I STlTUTIO S-Continued
Taxes--Continued
raising question a to non-paYllient of, at electiom
disqualification of voter for non-payment of
certificate as to payment of. after default
list of defaulters .
limit of rates
by-laws disqualif~·ing electors for non-payment of
Teamsters
licensing, regulating and governing in tovms and ,-Wages
in certain townships ...
by police commi sioners in cities
Telegraph Pole
regulating and authorizing erection of
Telephone Pole
regulating and authorizing erection of
Temporary Loans
borrowing for current expenditure
to meet cost of works ..
guarantee of debentures
Tender of Vote


















prohibiting or regulating location or erection of, in cities and
towns.. 2870
Tents
regulation of location of for business purposes 2 68
and prohibition or for buman habitation in defined




regulating egress from . .. . .. 283G
regulating and controlling location and erection of in cities 28G7
prohibiting in cities erection or use of in defined areas ~867
regulating and licensing . ...... . 2 3
Tickets Soliciting Votes
prohibition as to and penalty........ 2737
Tiles
smoke pre\-ention by-laws not to apply to manufactur of 2 53
Timber
sale of on road allowance . 2911
Tinsmith Shop
regulating and controlling location and erection of in cities 2 6i
prohibiting in cities erection or u e of in defined areas 2 G7
Tobacconists
licensing, regulating and go\-erning of 28 2
in police villages 292 .
Tobogganing




















































annexation of land to, in unorganized terrlto.·y
incorporation of, in unorganized territory
erection of village into. . .
division of, into wards _ .
not less than three wards ' , , .
each ward to have not less than 500 population
annexation of part oC township to.
separation of farm lands from by order of Municipal Board
when incorporation to take effect .
what by.laws of old corporation in force .
by-laws in force on annexation to urban municipality
liability to creditors on annexation Of _
adjustment of assets and liabilities where town erected as a
city or annexed to city............... .__ .
jurisdiction of old council, pending organization of new _.
new division of, into wards _ .
councils in, how composed.
Townships
meaning of _..
include union of townships.
erection of part of, into village.
annexing part of, to village.
land to, in unorganized territory
including part of, in new city or town .
annexing part of to city or town .
formation of, in unorganized territory .
annexation of, in unorganized territory to county
union of, of what to comist. __ .
formation of
scniority of townships in
Jate when to take effeet.
separation of junior from union of
date, when to take effect
by-laws in force in junior on
liability for debts of union on
collection of taxes on. .,
adjustment of assets and liabilities on
jurisdiction of old council on ...
effect of, on officials and sureties
councils in, how composed .....
location of office.
Traction Engines
prohibiting use of, on certain highways
Trades
regulating those causing nuisances
Tramc
regulation of, on highwa)'s
limiting to one directio'l on certain streets
regulation of, on county roads
by police commissioners. __ ....
in police villaf':'cs.
Traffic Signs









































licensing and regulating .
Transporta tion
penalty for furnishing to voters .
Travelling Expenses
annual appropriation for ..
Treasurer
appointment and security of .
duties of .
returns by, to Bureau of Municipal Affairs .
penalty for neglect.. .
returns as to payments to other treasurers ..
notice to sureties on removal from office ..
report of auditors on sureties ..
declaration of office by ..
annual statement to council of amount required for sinking
fund .
penalty for not making ..
Treasurer of Ontario
sinking funds, payment to ..
to form part of Consolidated Revenue Fund ..
investment of .
copies of money by-laws to be sent to......... .. ..
annual return as to sinking fund .
penalty for non-eompliance ..
Trees on Highways
planting, protection and removal of 2913, 2914
prohibiting tying animals to.......................................................... 2914






providing for officers of provincial courts .
Undertaking Establishments
regulating and controlling location and erection of in cities .
prohibiting in cities erection or use in defined areas .
Undue Influence




expenditures for construction of work in one county .
nh'ersities
granting aid to .
endowing fellowships in and supporting pupils at ..
University of Toronto
granting aid to : : .






supply of water to ...
endowing fellowships in and supporting pupils at.
Urban Municipality











filling of . .
in office of alderman in city _ .
mayor of city ..
mayor, reeve, deputy reeve and councillor in towns and
villages .
proceeding to declare scat vacant.
in office of controller...
police trustee .
Vacant Lots













prohibiting driving of, on sidewalks 2833
authorizing stands for motor and other 2848
erection of covered booths for. 2848
prohibiting children from riding behind. . 2848, 2872
requiring sidelights on 2862
licensing owners, users of in cities 2868
scale of fees for _ 2868
Vessels
regulating and imposing harbour dues on.
requiring removal of sunken from harbours, docks, etc.
Vexatious Actions
see Public Authorities Protection
Victorian Order of Nurses
granting aid to
Victualling Hou~s
licensing and regulating and revoking license _,,_.
Village
meaning of .
erection of . .
petition to county council for
population required .
how ascertained
time for passing by-law by county.
area of .
annexation of, to one county, where situate in two or more
erection of police village into .
annexation of districts to __
erection of, into town .
population required .
separation of Carm lands from, by Municipal Board,




























annexation of to adjacent urban municipality 2700
when incorporation to take effect............................... 2703
by-laws of old corporation in force until repealed . .. 2704
adjustment of assets and liabilities . . . 2705
jurisdiction of old council, pending organization of new. .. 2708
councils in, how composed . .. 2711,2712
Votes
casting up of, by clerk 2740
striking off for bribery and corrupt practices .. , 2754
oters
See Electors
directions for guidance of . . .. 2729
interference with when marking ballot paper.............. . 2743
Voters' List
qualification for entry on .. .. .
proper one to be used .. ..
what to be used at first election in new municipality .....
supplementary lists where territory annexed or new cor-
poration formed 2730
where no list certified by judge 2730
delivery of to depilties 2731
preparation by clerk of the peace 2731
deposit of, in ballot box after poll 2739
falsifying, penalty for .. 2743
destroying, penalty for. . 2744
right to inspect in office of clerk....... . 2767,2768
preparation of, for voting on money b)'-Iaws 2784
for election in police villages 2921
Voting on B)'-Iaws
bribery provi ions to appl)' .. 2781
separate by-law for taking vote . 2781
submission of certain b)'-la\·...s only on election day.. .. 2781
proposed by-law, publication of or of synopsis.......... 2782
one ballot for several by-laws . • 2782
persons qualified to vote on money by-laws 2783
list of voters, nreparation (Jf... .. 2784
Yoter qualified in more than one ward 2785
clerk not to have casting vote .. 2785
oath of voters . . 2785
clerk to declare result .. 27 6
procedure in case of county by-law... . . .. . 2786
scrutiny, application to judge .. .. .. .. 2786
striking off yotes for corrupt practices . . . 2786
, aggons
prohibiting children from riding on . . .. 2848
Walls
regulating size and strength of .. 2847
erection of party............................. 2 51
Warden
resignation of . .








division into, of new city or town..................... . . '" .
not less than three in towns.......................................... . _.
to contain 500 population . .
re-division, on annexation of town or village to urban muniei·
pality _ .
new division Into, of city or town .
Warehouses
regulating, controlling or prohibiting location, ercetion and
use of .
Warrant for Holding Election
penalty for destroying or injuring .
issue of, by whom , , .
Waste Paper Boxes
grant of exclusive right to maintain on streets .
location of, and fee for privilege .
Watchmen
appointment and payment of .
Water
contracting for supply of, for fire purposes .
supply of for police village .
Water Closets
regulating construction and draining of .
requiring closing and filling up of.....
Water Courses
widenin~, altering, diverting .
prohibitmg obstruction or .. , .
in townships .
Water Gates
requiring erection of .
Water Pipes
prohibiting the injuring, fouling, filling up, etc., of .
Water Prh'Ueges
debts for payable in 30 yean _ .
Watering Street.lll
contracts with street railway for._ .
""ater Tanks and Towers
regulating const.ruction and alteration of, etc .
Waterworks
debts for, payable in 30 years .
borrowing money for extension of, wit.hout assent or electors.
powers of Board of Police Trustees as to .
Wax Work Exhibitions
prohibiting or regulating and licensing .
Weighing Machines
purchasing, erecting and operatine' .
levying and collecting fces for use of .
requIrement as to weighing of eeal and coke .
penalty, for collecting more than shov."n on weigh ticket .




































general by-lav.'S and regulations for .
Wet Lands
purchase of, hy townships .
Whan-es
granting aid for construction of .
makinlo':', improving and maintaining public .
prohibiting injuring, fouling, filling up .
erecting and renting _ _ _.. _.
requiring removal of doorstep, railing, etc., projecting over.
requiring removal of sunken vessel from .
Wires
authorizing erection of poles or laying down of pipes or con-
duits for .
and inspecting electric _ .
erection of, OD county roads
Witnesses
not excused from answering on ground of privilege
Wood
requirement as to measurement by market inspector or other
. municipal officer prior to sale " .
Workmen
requiring sanitary conveniences for _ .
'Vorm Fences
building of,. on highway.....
Yards
requiring and regulating draining and cleaning of....
Zones
by-laws setting apart res~ricted ".. . .
not to apply to certain buildings .. _ .






























MUNICIPAL AND SCHOOL ACCOUNTS AUDIT
Application of Act 3168
Audit
of municipal and school accounts _............. 3170
report on to council and Lieutenant-Governor. 3171
payment of expenses of ".... 3171
Auditor
See Provincial Municipal Auditor
Books of Account
rules of auditor as to .
preparation of by auditor _.." .
penalty Cor neglect of councils to pro<:ure _
when use of prescribed not compulsory .
publicatiun amI price oC " .
mspection of by auditor
production of on request of auditor .. ".
ll':DI::X.
MUNICIPAL AND SCHOOL ACCOUNTS AUDIT-Continued·
Chartered Accountant






to procure prescribed books 3169
to see that Act carried Ollt ,... 3171
not relieved from duty to have proper auditors . 3172
E"idence








power to make rules ...
preparation of books of account for municipalities
publication of prescribed books., .
inspection and audit of municipal and school accounts
appointment by of chartered accountant. . .
powers of on investigations
report of, on audit.
payment of expenses and remuneration of , ..
Rules
power of auditor to make
penalty for violation ..
School Boards
auditor may be directed to prepare books of account for ...
inspection of books by auditor _ .
not relieved from duty to have proper auditors.
Security
of treasurer not affected by Act ....
Treasurer
to notify auditor of appointment
to produce books on request of auditor.




deposit of, in registry office for safe keeping ..
MUSEUM, ROYAL ONTARIO
sec Royal Ontario Museum
MUSEUMS
Parks, Public
establishment and maintenance
Mortmain
exceptions as to
3171
3172
3168
3168
3169
3169
3170
3170
3170
3171
3171
3169
3170
3172
3172
3170
3170
3172
1592
4009
3208
1382
